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Tuesday, April 3, 1962

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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putter Gunnan Martinsen, Wea HIGH JUMP: 1. LaDon RadWeewly, Lee Golden and Andy ford, NM, 6' 5%"; 2. Tie-Bill
Hoefer.
Metzger, CU, Larry Kingsley, NM,
'
Wyoming was 0-4 in dual meet and Charles Buch~it, CU; 2. Tom
competition last year and scored Starr, CU; 3. John Wilkinson,
thirty points for thh·d place in NM. Time - 1:56.2,
.
a five way meet with UNM, Ari- 220-YD. DASH: 1. Ted Woods,
zona Stat~ College,, Fort Lewis, CU; 2. Adolph Plummer, NM; 3.
.
,
.
, and St. M1chaels, With the Lobos Dick Burns, CU. Time - ·20 6 ·
By U. D. Black
1 3-4 • While Radford won hiS tured the 440-yard dash over CU s winning the meet scoring 137 3-4. BRO
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.
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"All good gladiator!'! must die e':'"en' me air Pace
lr
e- tm ea. an
tc
urns WI
:Wyoming scol·ed five points in NM 24 27l "·
ri . Medley
. '
in the· arena and I died my death hmd CU's Tom Galbos and Bob :49.5, ;vhtle Dean Johnson won the the Skyline Confel·ence Champion- 23' 'a%,"· 23 '~· on if-eyers, CU,
today". Thu~ said Adolph Plum- Crumpacker.
two-mile run (9:48.0).
ships last yea1• to place eighth as 22 , 5 %"' · yron raves, CU,
mer as he lost the 220-yard dash . Ken M.edley showed go~d form
Threatens Record
New Mexico won second with 50 LOW HURDLES• 1 J' Bl .
to Colorado's Teddy :Woods.
m defea~mg NCAA c?amplOn Don R. P. Waters, who is threatening 1-4 points.
•
.1
. ,' · lm .air,
WGods, in his first-outdoor race ~eyers m the broad JUmp. Medley to break his own school record in SHOT PUT: 1. Tom Golbos, CU, ~~ e2'v B~l ~andn~~ ~1!·•·" 3•
of the year, clGcked 20.6 and over- JUmped 24' 2 1-2" tG Meyers 23' the discus, won his specialty with 53' 6 3-4''; 2. Bob Crumpacker, . 2: 2n
an en urg,
· lme •
took Plummer at the century 6 3-4".
163' 8".
·
CU, 53' 3 3-4"; 3. Andy Sinclair, · POLE VAULT· i Don Me r
Pulled Muscle
Today, the Lobos host Wyom- NM, 53' 1 3-4'!.
CU 14 , O"· 2 D • B t'
ye 6 :
mark. The ailing Plummer slowed
1~
here and Woods kept the lead.
Meyers, one of the better ath- ing, 3:00 p. m. at Zimmerman MILE RUN: 1. Bob Griffith 6,.' 3 T'
;n
~!'
Injury Ridden
letes i~ the Southwest, pulled a Stadium.
. • CU; 2. Dick ~aust, CU; 3. Harvey Sa~
C~, 1~~ 0~~ '
an,
Colorado won the track meet, hamstrmg .muscle sev~ral .weeks • Co~ch John Walker, ":ho IS ?n Peel, NM. T1me - 4:26:0.
DISCUS: 1. R. P. Waters NM
70 5. 6 _ 60 1_6 over an injury ago but still placed first m the h1s ftrst year at Wyommg, will 440-YD. DASH: 1. T1m Barnes, 163, 8,, 2 A d S' 1 . ' NM'.
ridden New Me~ico track team. pole vault with 14' O". Displaying face ;rebuilding a team that has NM; 2. Jim Heath, CU; 3. Dick 155, 10 ,:. 3 'B ~
me a~r, cu'
0
,
Not only was Plummer injured but bett.er form than a~y other vaulter ~een m or. near the bottom of ~kY.:, Burns, CU. Time - :49.5.
,
'
•
rumpac
er,
•
153 8
Pete Brown dropped from the 880- Batte has faced th1s year, Meyers lme rankmgs for the past eight 1(10· YD. DASH: 1. Ted Woods, 2-MILE RUN. 1 D
J h
yard run due to a head and arm in- stated, "I have only vaulted three years.
CU; 2. Jim Whitfield, NM; 3. Jim NM. 2 B0 b G 'ff'th ~~ ; ~?:•
jury sustained earlier in the week or four times this year and while Biggest loss for Wyoming for Blair, NM. Time _ ':9.9.
• ·
~~ 1 '
• · 1e
and Don Batie was still sufferin~ I cleared 15' before my injury, I last year's team will.be.high jump- JAVELIN: 1. Dick Clark, CU, M~~l:E C'iiE't~~~ 9~ 48 ·~· 1 ... d ..
from a virus infection.
felt very good today".
er Jerry Lane who w1th a 6' 8" 222' 6"; 2. John McMahon, NM,
• ·• o ora o,
J' Bl ·
t'
d h' t ·
f effort set a new· Poke school 219 , 10,, 3 Efren Rocha NM (Burns, Heath, Buche1t, Woods).
188' 9" ' .
'
' Time- 3:18.6.
There were, however, a few . tim. air.tchon Idnuebl lS ~ r~_ngtho mark'
•
.
.
.
-------~gladiatGrs in better shape who pro- VIC or1es Wl . a ou e wm ~n e
duced wins for UNM. LaDon Rad- hurdles. Blau; clocked 14.9 m the
Seven Return
HIGH HURDLES: 1. J1m Blair,
fGrd set a new school record in the high hurdles and 24.2 in' the low S~ven lette~men return, pre- NM; 2. Bill Gairdner, Cl!; a.
I
higQ, jump with·G' 5 1_4 and Andy hurdles.
doll?'1~ately distance m~n and Wayne Vandenburg, NM. T1me Sinclair broke his own shot put Tim Barnes, whG ran an ex- 1_s;;:.p_n_n_t_er_s.:.,_l_e....:d·c.b__:y:..._N_o_r_w_e__:g:_I_an_s_h_o_t_:1_4_.9_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------------'--..,.
.'
recGrd of 52' 11 1-4" with a 53' cellent leg in the 440 relay, cap-
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University Community Sought
A committee to study methods
of increasing cooperation among
the fa«;~ulty, students, and administration and to set up a permanent liaison among the three areas
of the University was the result
of the Conference on the University held Friday and Saturday.
The Student Council-sponsored
leadership
training
program
reached one major conclusion: The
entire University would profit
from a closer cOGrdination of the
ideas of students, faculty members, and administrative officers
on both academic and non-academic affairs.
The conference explored the
role of the student in the academic

community of the university, the of education in the nation's instirights and responsibilities of the tutions of higher learning have
student, and the role of the uni- ·been held under the auspices of
versity as a substitute parent for NSA in several colleges and uniits students.
versities throughout the nation.
The discussion centered around Michael Neff, NSA West Coast
the objective of a university as a Program Vice-President was a
total educational environment and member of the panel which disthe creation of an atmosphere in cussed University paternalism.
which students would view each Neff said that he was pleased
experience of a college career in with the outcome of the conferthe context of preparation for his ence, and that he would take steps
role as a mature human being. to include UNM in a pilot proThe conference was set up along gram of 20 American colleges and
lines suggested by the National universities endeavoring to set up
Students Association, and used machinery to include all segments
points in the NSA Codification of the university community in
of policy as a basis for discussion. the solution of pressing problems.
Similar conferences on the aims The discussion of student rights
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Bombers are uret;
NO ore ttacks

He was tired •.•
now he'll 'sleep forever

•
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DONALD LOCASIO brGwses through a new current events department recently established in the Associated Student's Bookstore.
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a 09 u. s. movies

0 Yes

weaken our image
abroad?
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U Book Store Establishes
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E) What's the smart
way for a cigarette
to dress?
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MORE BODY
in the blend,

own mistakes. Good drivers never risk the lives of others

MORE FLAVOR

Help stop senseless killing. Drive safely.

. ·,·:· InslstOn strict law: enforcement.
· '" Support your local Safety Council.
· Where traffic laws are strictly enforced,
deaths go down.
~
•

:.
.-:

Says Reds Killed Who Saw the Note Threatens
Meteorite? ··psp l d B
Son D.Iego Ed·ltor; cu~::e:~:~~l~::~~o~~~/~~\~:;
eo er' ut
Action Token
.

:-

L&M gives you

. -or their
. oivnl

<

•
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. Wl]eit you feel drowsy at the wheel, get off the road. ·
Take a nap, BeHar late and alive/ Last year nearly
· 401000 di;d on our roads. Too many were victims of their

..

0 Is a B. A. good enough for the
job you want?

•'

Neither Red nor Dead nor
Yellow-bumper sticker on a
car passing through with Wis·
consin plates.

Thursday, April 5, 1962

·,Air Force l okes Double Header
UNM, while undefeated in Sky- who pitched the remainder of the
line Conference play, lost its game yielding two runs and four
f.ourth and fifth regular season hits. Youngberg struck out nine
games to the Air Force Academy, men in only 4% innings of play.
7-2 and 13-2, this weekend.
Meet Wyoming
• In the first game, pitcher Ted The Lobos will meet their ~ost
Larsen was credited with the loss talented Skylone foe, :Wyommg,
as he pitched 5% innings giving Frid!ly an~ Saturday. at ~he Uniup seven runs, six earned runs, v~rs1ty ~1amond. Fridays game
eleven hits and four walks. Dick Will begm at 3:00 p.m. and SatFelter, relieving Larsen, held tbe urday's game is scheduled for
Falcons hitless and scoreless for 1:30 p.m.
ilie remainder of the game.
Wyoming:, with nine. games
·
.
played this season and winner of
.
Lobos Outh1t
the Eastern Division last year
" While the Air Force collected (10-2), according to Bob Jingling,
eleven hits, New Mexico could acting baseball coach, are in aremuster only six. These came from building year; ''We have to reJsidrG. .Rubi(1), Freddy Chreist build three-fourths of the infield,
(1), Don Anderson (1), Gary Ness two-thirds of the outfield .to say
(2) and Leroy Lane (1).
nothing of getting our bullpen
--The second game, played seven squared away.''
jnnings, saw New Mexico collect But the return of Wyoming's
eight hits in twenty-nine times at two top hurlers, Pat House and
bat and the Air Force hitting Jim Carothers, are two reasons
fift_een for thirty-eight times at why Jingling is ever so cautiously
bat.
showing some signs of optimism.
Gary Ness, who ls currently bat- House pitched the Pokes to eight
ting .500 and hit .428 in the Air wins against three losses last year
Force series, was the losing pitch- via a 2.16 ERA, while Crothers
er as he went 2\ls innings yielding ended the season with a 4-2 mark.
nine l:~ns and three hits. Disk
Hitter Returns
Felter then relieved Ness, giving Wyoming's leading hitter, seniup two runs, three hits and was or Mike Rawson, is also returning.
llubstituted with Ralph Youngberg .Rawson hit .432 last year.

and
respGnsibilities
centered lisher and by the advertisers.
around the student press. Student The discussion on the ::;tudent's
Body President Lyndon Knighten, role in the academic affairs of the
also a former editor of the university centered around the
LOBO, said that the student press question of the student's right tG
should be free as long as it did have any voice in determining the
not violate laws of libel or de- academic policy of the university.
cency, that it should take the ini- It was generally agreed that there
tiative in raising the students are several definite areas in which
above the trivial, that it should the student has a right to have a
be neither a personal sounding voice in university affairs.
board nor a house organ for stu- Dr. Dudley Wynn, Director of
dent government or administra- the General Honors Program and
tion.
former Dean of the College of
He noted the fact that the com- Arts and Sciences, said that one
mercia! press is not free, and that area with which the student
in many cases the editorial view- should certainly be concerned is
point of a commercial newspaper the lock-step process of requir~
is strongly influenced by the pub-'
(Continued on page 2)
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MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It's the rich-flavor
leaf that does it!
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-'NS
..A:.-etS Mee· t
US
0n .CamP,US Part.leS

lowed -by a ;panel in which llie
:Responsibility·
speech will be criticized: and ex. 4). Political Parties-Student
·· ·
· ,
""
panded upon. After a brief quesGovernment-NSA.
:tion and answer .Periad, ..partici- . 5) . Org;mi!llatjpn - Campaignpants will move into -$e®nars 11f
Tactics.
about 15 persons each.
Applications far the conference
·
Six UNM students have receiv- are used
In .a letter sent" recently to all The discus;;;ion areas are:
must be returned by ~pril 1. ~ped fellowships to study Portu- Portu~uese is· listed as one of coor~inatPJ.'S .and Student Body 1,> Critic!ll Issues Facing the
. Plililations <~n~ furth!lr u;rormab()n
American Student Toda!:
may. be obtamed :from_. Rennard
guese this summer in Sao Paulo, the six "criticid" languages to b!l Pre~:ude~ts of member ~chools 9f
Brazil Dr Albert R. Lopes UNM s.\lnported under NDEA
the Umted Stat!ls NatiOnal Stu- . 2) ls There a .Need for Pobtleal. · Dav1s, Conference Cha1rman, 1~3
·
' · ' of .··modern
· languages
. '
· · .
·
de"'t
"osoc1'at1'on
P"'ul · Potter
"'TaPar·ties?
·South
·Professor·
Street ' Oberhn,
professor,.
C. ""Meyer,' Spauish;
Dave·' Warren,
. ~· · ,n.p
· •
'· , ""
• • • ~"'
• ,
·
·•
·
•
·
announced.
. . .,. .
Nahautl, a dialect of the Mexican' tional AffairS Yu:e-J;'re$I@nt. ()f 3). Pobt.I~,al.~ducatlon ~nd .
OhiO.
· ··The' feHow'ships ·a·re 'awltl'ded •by· and·, >(3entra~· ··.American ·Indians; U;SNSA., ·encour~ged • ;;;tuden~s. · to
· the Luzo·Brazilian' Studies' Center and Wesley W. C1•aig Jr., Wau~ att~:nd the iorthco!Umg political
of the University of Wiflconsin
I
.
.
c9llferen!!e .at Oberh!l College.
·
,
·
··
· The urgmg was · 1n accordance
I •
··~~
estabhshed under the Langua,ge
with USNSA's recognition of the
Development Program of the•NaI
umber and I'mpor~-nce'
.III.it·~
~
, I Df
Ed t' A t
.
.
.. mcrea::nng n
""'
t 10na
e ense ..uc~ .10n c •
Contmued from page 1
of· ·ca.mpus . political parties
~tudents rece1y~ng the ·fellow- ernment increase financial support thro1Jghout the nation. At the 14th
sh1:ps ,for Brazilian . study are of schools at all lev~:ls, and. also National. Student Cong.ress, lleld
Kathle~n X. Kulp, Judith Iahma~l, for adult educ~J.tion."
.
la!>t summer, a resolution was
J ~n Vmcent, Gerald G. Curtis, He said an«>th!lr goal was. boost-. passed which said in part: "In.
ing the .quality and q11antity of most inatancea a student communRichard Wood, a.nd Jon Tolm;1n,
:rwo other YNM students .re- teachers by making the profession ity's knowledge and concern for
ce1ved fe~lowships to. stud~ _Po:r~u- more attractive .to top-level talent significant issues has been more
guese th1s sum~er m ~1scons1n. through higher salaries and more pronounc!ld when student governT~e~ are Nas.ar1o Garcm Jr. and scholarships.
ment is illiluenced by political
Wilham. Harr1son.
.
Several of the reports cited the gxoups concerned .with these siThe ~IX UN~ students who w,Ill importance of increasing the sues.''
study m Brazil were a~ong fi~- knowledge and understanding of The conference, to be held April
teen chosen from AmerJcan um- American youth and adults in the 13·14-15, will be the first national
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
versities for the progr~m.
basic ideals of freedom.
conference on )campus political
Largest m NatiOn
The educators found a grave parties. It is sponso~:ed by the 2600 Central Avenue SE
Across from .Johnson Gym
UNM has the la1•gest enroll- lack of teaching about other cui- Oberlin Student Government and
ment in Portuguese of any uni- tures, especially about the devel- the two political parties at the ~===========~=============!!
versity in the ynited Sta.te_s. ~n- oping nations and such opposing college.
·
:::
rollment for t~1s s?mester lS hs~- ideologies as Communism and Fa- The focus of the conference will
ed at 171. Behmd It are the Um- cism. They said teachers should be on political par.ties trying to
v,ersity of Wisconsin, (131) and be trained and books printed on change or broaden their student
New York Univel'sity (98) · The a vast scale to expand the under- government. Parties will be emU. S. Military Academy. at West standing and broaden the know- phasized which work on the asPoint has 167 enrolle~ m Portu- ledge that American students sumption that partisan student
guese, but offers no hterature or have about the shrinking world governments provide a framework
for student political activity on
Luzo,Brazilian culture courses. around them.
The UNM Portuguese program Dr. Waldemer P. Read of the campus as well as giving colleges
is under the direction ?f Dr. Al- University of Utah said that stud- a stronger voice in local, state and
bert R. Lopes. Other mstructors ents should be made aware of the national affairs •
in the language are Maria Alice "grave political threat" posed by The conference will have no
Cam10na. Morgan, a n~tive of ~is- political Communism,
legislative sessions.
bon, Portugal, and Heitor Mal'tms Read added: "We must also In his letter, Potter urged stufrom Minas Gerais, Brazil. Miss guard against political tyranny at dents to attend because he felt
Kathleen l{ulp, a graduate assist- home from extremest of the left "confident that you will be aiding
ant, is also teaching in Portuguese and right." He said "freedom is responsible student government."
this semester.
vital to education; it is a risk The conference will be divided
Last week six other students but one worth taking; and we into "discussion areas." In each
: were granted similar fellowships must be alert to threats of inter- one, a wellknown speaker will be. to study other Latin American ference.''
·
gin discussion with a speech, folLanguages. The recipients of these Dr. Owen B. Kiernan, Massamyards, and the languages they c~us?tts State Ed~cation Com~ American Field Service
w1ll study are as follows:
miSSioner and cha.Irma.n of the
. A WHISTLE-A WINK-AND
Law1·ence B. Benton, Ralph Teachers and Materials Commit- There will be a meeting of the
, Kite, William R. Lux. and Michael tee, said his group urged that University AFS'ers . Friday in
chua, an Indian dialect of Ecua- "the federal government recog- Room 235 of th~ Umo? at 3 :?0
· dor, Bolivia, and Peru.
nize its responsibility to develop p.m, A new proJect Will be discussed.
Under the NDEA program fel- tea.cher training programs!'
lowships are awat•dcd to students
undergoing advanced training in
modern fo1·eign languages and related studies to promote a full
understanding of the area, region,
or country in which the languages

Six Receive Fellowships
ForSturlies in Sao Paulo

...
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Any .Tunior women having a
3.0 or better overnll average may
pick up applications for Mortar
Board ut the personnel office. They
should be relurnE'd Friday Apr. 6.

Room 159

S1UDENT PUIUCATIONS BUILDING
Cenbal and Yale
•
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Channel 5
April 6

9:00 WHAT'S NEW
9:30 TV KINDERGARTEN
10:00 GUIDANCE
10:45 SCOPE
11 :00 THE ARTS
11:30 MUSIC FROM OHIO STATE
12:00 MUSIC HALL
12:30 SHIRTSLEEVE SESSION
1tO() INDUSTRY ON PARADE
1:15 ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
1:30 WIDE WORLD
2:00 ELEMENTARY MUSIC
, 2:15 INDIA'SWAY
2:30 PLAYWRIGHT AT WORK
3:00 TV KINDERGARTEN
3:30 FRIENDLY GIANT
3:45 WHAT'S NEW
4:15 AMERICANSATWORK
4:30 GUIDANCE
5:15 ADVENTURES IN LIVING
· 5:30 GOLD MEDAL PIANISlS
· 6:00 Bl RbS, BEAST AND LITTLI!
FISHES
6:3b GENERAL SCIENCE PREVIEW
·, 11Tha Plant Kingdont"
7:QQ WHAT'S NEW
· 7:aQ LOBO LAIR
7:~ AIR FORCE SIORY

8:~··

9;
9i

\'

I

The Top FliP.s,

•

Automatically
(and so will you)

.........

.. .

You'll keep out of the rain without strain in -:hin
handsome Rambler convertible. The top tlips ao
or down automatically..,.yet the Rambler American
"400" is the lowest priced U. S. convertible. Evc-m
tower priced than manual top jobs. Bucket :oeatr.,
optional. Your Rambler is so stingy with gas ·,rou
won't believe it's such a tiger for performance~
until you try it ••• at your Rambler dealer·s.

SRAMBLER

ORIGAMI
:AGE OF OVERKILL
AGE OF KINGS

..•. "The Fall of o Protector"
•'•

WILDROOT ... IT GETS HER
EVERY· TIME!

•

World standard of compact car excellence

'

. ·'

NEW
NEW
NEW
,.,

quick-dissolving tube formula work~, fas~e~.an(" ·cleaner than ever.
·
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Letters fu tlb.e Editor

NEW MEXICO LOBO

and for this rea~on "!e are at- ally those which wrongly accuse
tempting to allevmte Jt,
us.
,
,
Dear Str:
You said that "the GI:eeks run- I hope that this Will succeed in
In reading your ~ast papel', .
th PSP slate have dem- clarifying some of the facts 0£
A .1 3 I was perplexed at your nmg on e
.
h .
th d h
pn . ' . h
f' t
said onstrated an almost heroiC cour- t e ISSUe a.. an · I ave said that
reasonmg w ~n Irs you ht to age in taking the simple step ~f I was speakmg only for TKE. But,
that the TNE s were .thong . b k' Edd · L wis for the pres I• I am sure that we are not alon
be G1·eeks and then later tact~ly dac c;.~ You1':na~e it appear that among fratemities in our convic~
assu~ed t~at th~ w~:t Th~ ;~- t~: c~~didates inclucling myself, tiona. The problems are not un.
conststenc:e~ ~f t eta .~r~·~· 1~ who are running on the SPRA solvable.
TNE's actiVIties ma e 1 11 JCU t' k t are ultra _ segregationists.
......Joel Stout, President
to believe that these peop e wthere TJch.15e.15 not true
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
•
· d'
Greeks ' and if they were ' .· t eyd M A uff let• us not turn th1s
• to
rE
1tors note; we apo 1.ogtze
were certainly, as .you also pom e I [' ~.to' a stand on segrega- . TKE. Are there any more
out, not an organt:~<ed group.
. e. ec; JOn. ltn
t'
Leave the race groups who can say the same?
You then assumed that then· tion or m egra JOn ..
actions wei·e directed against Ed issue. de~d. L~t this be a clea~ SPRA-A NEW CONCEPT OF
Lewis when the damage that was electiOn m whiCh .o~ly,the cand!- ,
RESPONSIBILITY?
done was to the Greek house?· d~~;tes actual .qu~hftcatJOns det~r- Dear Sir:
These incidents and those inc1- mme the crtterton as to wh1~h In last Tuesday's edition of th
dents involving racial prejudice party or pe~·son ~/tudexg wt.ll LOBO Tom Lopez, who is th:
do not seem at all necessarily cotnd- votedor. ~e~~~~~n ann~~~~cti~~n;~ chairm'an of the Student Party for
nected, but you have connec e wou wan
' .
Responsible Action saw fit to
them You have immediately as- which color of skms was the on1Y "t k d
t .
f 'th'
,
.
d t
.
t . deciding which Throughout
a e a van age o
ts co1umn.
sumed that all these actions we.re e ermman m
his very interesting
p1·~d~cts. of p1·ejudice and 1 W~Y the sifd~n~~o!tv~:St~e can- letter, Mr. Lopez took great pains
THE LOBO DID IT?
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• Le ff.erS
Se ·Jf- COnSCIOUS
.

.

'

'

A SPATE of self-conscious letters m today s LetteiS to
the Editor column seem to infer that the LOBO has 1. injected racial bitterness into the election, 2. insinuated t:P.at
· t 3 bl
d th
k
UNM Greek s are wh I'te supremaCIS
s; . ame
e wee . 1ence on th e Greek sys t em.
en d ' s ras h of VIO
We answer: 1. the few individuals who saw fit to make
an issue of racism in the election, going so far as to send
threatening letters, throw bombs, and make vulgar phone
. .
. 1 b'Itt erness 111
. to
calls to UNM coeds, have InJected
racm
·
We serious
· 1y consi'dere'd Ignormg
·
· th e b omb th e campaign.
ings becase we hoped to avoid the race issue entirely. But
when its news, we've got to cover it, and cover it honestly,
Whether we like it' or not ·
2-3. WE SAID ONLY that the bomb-throwm·s were ap,
,
· t
d th a t th ey were a t 1eas t
patentl y wh't
1 e suptemacls s, an
claiming to be Greeks. It is quite apparent that the majority of the UNM Greek community opposes violence in any
form. We further said Tuesday that UNM's Greek system
· among the mos t Pl'Ogressive
· 111
· the nat'IOn an d h as much
IS
to be proud of. It is, however, by no means perfect, and a
few of the letters printed today attest to the fact that some
UNM Greeks still hope to avoid an issue that cannot be
'd d

..'
!

avoi e ·
.
.
There once was a bme when Greek-letter soc1al organizations were the leaders of evel'Y campus. In the twenties
and thirties the intellectual leaders of universities through. mvarm
·
· blYcame f rom Greek h ouses. T o some
out the nat Ion
· do-better than two t h'Irds of the officers
extent, they still
of the U.S. National Student Association have been Gl'eeks.
BUT THE AMERICAN f t
•t
•t
t
h
i.
ra erm y-soron y sys em as
steadily deteriorated since the Second World War. Why?
•
.
.
The answer IS
not so Simple,
nor. so easily
defined. Perhaps
•t
·
b
t
d
t
t
d
·
t
d
f
th
1 IS es emons ra e m a s u y o
e evo1u t'10n of st ud t I
.
th W
~npvatues SIAnce . e ar.
d
h
t'll .
1 d f
os -war mer1ca was, an per aps s 1 IS, a an o
singular prosperity and security for the individual. The
.
't
.
. kl
fl t t
,.
umvers1 Y commumty came qmc Y tore ec a wo-cm-m• Stu dent s succumb e d t o a per10
· d of
every garage AmeriCa.
unparalleled hedonism, social activities became an end in
themselves. The fraternity-sorority system grew by leaps
.
.
.
d
and bounds, turne d Its back on academiC pursUits an re. If from the world .
moved Itse
Towards the end of the fifties, a striking change, now
th A
.
t d
.
bl .
t
no t Icea e m re -rospect, came over e mencan s u ent
community. It came perhaps as a result of the pressure of
continued living in an atmosphere of war and uncertainty
.
.
•
.
perhaps as - a result of a reahzat10n
that America
IS
sus-'
•
•
•
tai~ed by a pre~ariO~S economy to ~his day, or perhaps the
period of hedomsm Simply burned Itself out.
The student of the sixties-is a vastly different person
. T d , t d
th · ·
than the s t ude.nt o.f the fift
. Ies. o ay S s u e~t, e Citizen
of the . seventies, lS seriously concerned. With the world
about him: he must be, for his survival depends on happen•
•
.
mgs m that world. Today's student takes his studies seri· 1
. 1'
ously, h e tak es h IS 1fe seriOUS y. He does not understand
segregation, he sees many things in his society that he
wishes to change. Where does·the fraternity of today fit int th t • t ?
O
. a PIC ure ·
.
.
. .
..
GREEK MEMBERSHIP .has steadily dMlmed_ propor·tionate to enrollment in'the.last.few years. Why? Because
the 'Greek system: has lost the leaders' role. it is .being
•
.
·•
.
'
·
pushed. mstead of lea:dmg. Where student leaders once
emerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real
student leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
· t'
h
d
.
Gree k organiZa
Ions ave manage. to solve the racial problem before being pushed into solvil)g it. On many campuses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because
·
.·
they were unable to · remove restrictive clauses
In
some
•
places, the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-through steadily declining membership.
We believe that the Greek system of social organization
,
,
has done a great deal of good for American education.
Many a student has learned social responsibility through
his fr::tternity. The Greek aystem can continue to play an
important role in the edUc:ltional .community-but only if
't
, 1 d . t ad f b emg
. . 1ed .
l can once agam ea .ms e · o
-Mark Acuff
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t f"

cnn;m~t~o~i~~7~~s~~~~t~o~?a: :h~ did~~~':~ ~e

to emphasi~e four areas in wh~ch
~~~:s e of the "terrorists" could
hh? de~n~ed It dntehcesstai·ydtof cSIPaiR'IfAy
k f L .
IS optmon an
e s an o
•
have been the wor o . ewtsMI·. Lo ez saw fit to point out
supporters who as you so aptly
"
P .
'bT
. t d t h'
the most to
the gro~s nrespons1 1 tty of the
~~~~ ~ro~u the ~~~ions of such a
Progressive Students Par~." He
group. For all the knowledge
~;:r:ss1~~e~~edse~e~t:t ;S~ P1
1 k d f . d nt
available, the LOBO staff could
d th' ·
b th
"t
.· ts "
as e or ece an e 1ca1 covey esd e;r~~:~~h~se events to·
e~·age of SPRA activit~es and c:·itiou
.
r
.
·
f
·
h'
h
c1zed the ldLOBO
saymg,
gether m your edttona! m w Ic
"O
th' k ed1tor
th t th
._
0
you discus~ed the act;ons ~N~
pr~~i 0';; ~the ri~~t to i:form:ti~~·
gr~u~h cal~:!eh~;m;:;::d your
would c~use you (Mr. Acuff) to
~~Y in:: a discussion of the dis·
gag." Thhroughou1t the. let~er, 1\hh.
·
·
t
1
f
f
t
·
Lopez
ve ement y mamtams t at
c~Imma ory c.a,nses 0
ra .erm·
SPRA is a matUl'C and responsible
fti~~ a~d soronbe~. Youllc~~r~:g:
party 'seeking a responsible plat·
a acJOuds. as~ulmp 10n a
r t·
fo1·m."
your e ttorm • an assump ton
0 MOST RESPONSIBLE
which has no basis. What are you
Now
'
.
'
and your staff attempting to do?
Mr. Lopez, you may gag m place
It seems rather ob,·ious and I
NOT TK E
1of Mr. Acuff, and you may gag on
hope the students who I:ead your D . 8 . ..
lyoui: own words. It is time for ):ou
paper realize it.
a~d large I agree with the ~nd Y.our .sPRA to ~~ 0.P de~l'·nf
I, fot· onfe, calbl 0h~ Ed dthLewis to sentiments you express in Tues- ~~u g!1!!e~:gsut:~i~:~e1! 1 e;or w"~:~
step out rom e m
e paper d 's editorial Howevei: it con- '
petticoat of the NEW MEXICO a!
. ·
Th'. . f sponsible Action." It is time that
tams one maccuracy.
1s IS o
d .
If . h
LOBO and face the students, the such natur·e that 1 must in the in- S~RA st~pp~ 1t~ se -rig teous
platforms, and the issues squar~- terests of both the Gre~k systemlcnes 0~ I~dignabon an~ proved
ly to cease hiding behind a thm d
f ter 'ty set the sometlnng mstead of talkmg about
gl~om of prejudice and sympathy, an ~Y t o\-;nht r~ ~~ I' that not it. There is a very wise saying
to dissociate himself from a news- reclor s ratg · ellyeeshould be that is quite appropriate to you
.
.
on y you, persona ,
l'\l L
It
d "P 1 ·
paper whtch labels the actwns of aware of this but also the whole . r. opez.
rea s, , eop e m
a few unnamed students as "ter·
glass houses shouldn t throw·
. ,
d
tl
G k campus.
stones, But you ast the first one
11
ronsm an ca s rem ree s, You state "The fact is that dis·
•
c
I
~vhich plays on t~e sl;vmpafthihes crimination' exists, to one degree -hn~W it is myt turt~· Let's take
mstead of the rat1~na 1t~ o t e or another, in all UNl'ri social or· t e 1ssues one a. a 1me.
s~u~ents b;v re:namt~g him "Ed- ganizaHons, not only against the . Mr. Lop?z clatms. that the P~P
die and p1cturmg h1m as a mar-Ne ro but a ainst the Oriental 1s grossly Jnespons1ble. Tell us m
tyr instead of a candidate which
g '
gh ·
. h A
. ' what way Mr. LorJez. Is the PSP
.
.
..
'
the
Jew,
and
t
e
Spams
rner1·
.
'ble because 1t
. has me t
misrepresents h1s opposition, and can ,
trresponst
SPRA ticket, am
running on this ticket due to the
. . sponst'bi'lt'ty of the PSP
gross me
.
and because we want a patty
which will do something beneficial
for the student body of UNM, not
because I am in favor ~f whit~
supremacy or some ot er sue
garbage
·
-Tim Bennett
,
Editor's note: nobody
called
you an ultra-segregQ.tionist, :Mr.
Bennett. Nobody !nte~ds ~ 0 • If
~ou want .an
s~egcg~~: t~~'Itty~~
Issues, "' 6
come up with an issue or two.
How about telling us what the
"gross irresponsibility" of PSP
is instead of slinging mud"
'
•

;i;

e;;

which st~rs up instead of plays
do~n rtcta/l~oblems. t' d
r. cu '~ou men JOne courage in your last editorial. If cour•
.
th PSP t' k t
~ge IS runnmg ?n e.
~~ e
m order to rec~1 Y 6 their promised
favorable pubbctty, then perhaps
the word needs redefinition. You
called the Greeks on the PSP ticket, "The sort of Greeks who shape
the future of the system on any
,
~a~p~s,
and that . they are,
fightmg for the best m~eres~s o~
the ,system a~d !'f the Umverstty.

This is not true! I must, in all constantly during the ent.ire year
fairness, make it quite explicit at abntdhfoughht f1or sdtudet~t; rtg
~ts ~~
this point that from here on I am o a sc oo an na tona1 eve .
f
T
K
k'
Is the PSP irresponsible because
spea mg 0 n1y or au
appa • h b
•. 1
Epsilon. I cannot pretend to speak 1t as een the only ~oht1ca P!ll'for any other group. But because ty on campus that dtd somet~mg
you· said all social organizations for the betterment of the Umver. 1d d
' sity while the AP sat back and
yo~~n~: n:t ~~~criminate. At the remained apathetic?
founding of the fraternity it was Tell me Mr. Lopez, where was
1 f b'dd
·
your wonderful
consc'Ientious
express Y or • en. 1au Kappa
• ._
Epsilon was created in reaction SPRA all year long when the PSP
to this and other abuses which tried to promote good government
were then, and to an unfortunate through improvements in Senate
Lets~: ~e~lstlc. It wo~!~. r~ther extent still are found in some and Council? Where was SP~A
s~em
a
ese were po I Ica op· other fraternities It has lived by when the PSP was urging the dtsportunists who jumped on a racial the principles im~lied in that re· bandment of the AP and the re·
~andwa;'fon pulled along by an C?ld action and has grown to be one organization of political parties on
Pyellow •newsstpadpert stpaffetd wftft~ of the largest international social a sensible basis rather than a sorogressiVe u en s ar y o I- f t 't'
c1'al 0 e? Whe e w s your respon·
cers.
ra erm tes.
.
~ • .
r
a
. " .
We have members of virtually stble tdeahsm then?
. Aesop once satd, It IS easy. to all faiths colors and ethnic Secondly, Mr. Lopez found the
be c~~rageous from a safe d!st- groups. This is tr~e not only in PSP platform amusing. SPRA has
ance.
-Ch k W lib
the ~nternational fraternity but indeed c~osen an unusua~ person
.
uc . e orn also m our chapter here, The roll to lead 1t. The responsible Mr.
Editors ~~te: we tho~gh~ about of this chapter contains the names Lopez finds it amusing that the
abou~ wrttmg an editors note of Catholics, Protestants Jews PSP seeks to establish a better
to. this Jette~, but the 'll.'ore we Orientals, Spanish Americ~ns, and intellectual atmosphere on campu!l
thmk about tt, the less tt needs Anglos. ~ere ~olileone will inevit- by sponsori~g bi-weekly facultY
··one.
ably ask 1f th1s chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, a ayepledged a Negro. We have by tem of student .:nd professor ex•
NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unanimous choice of the chapter, change with Latin America, re-es•
Dear Sir:
extended bids to Negros. They tablishment of Lat,in A~erican
A
.
. were not accepted, Had these in- Week, efforts to brmg Phi Beta
re :he Greeks runnmg on the dividuals accepted the bids ther Kappa to UNM and provision of
P~P ~cke\~'t~e tsort ;;hGreeks is no reason whatsoever to assum: money to update the library. He
:'m0 0~ a::Y ceamupuur1e,o A e tshyst- ~h!"~ they would Mt have been also finds it amusing that the PSP
·
s
re ese 1mtmted The frat r 't
sugge 8 t 8 th ·lar'fication
of the
1I
men
really
the
few
h
h
.
·
e
m
Y
as
a
e
c
0
" I' ·
.
w
ave whole does have Negro niombers. absences from class rules, stU•
r~a ~he~ \tat ~tmes have changed . So you can see that we ito more dent 'referenda to give the indi·
:~olve awith e th reek ~Xstem du~: condone the abuses which you at- viduals more voice in government,
if it hopes to n:t ~:fy s:r~un b \ tack than you do. But we do feel an investigating committee to in·
... , Of
rvtve u ourselves to be a part of the Greek form the student body, a program
pr~per. f cou~se they are not. system.· We feel that the' system of pre-registration for the second
frle~d ~f Y!~~~r~tt!s !r~:her and has many underlying virtues. and semester in order to provide bene•
other of your fr~ternit~ br~~:~: that it. should be c?m~osed of fici~l. information and financial
have discussed this prob)em with
~~~~e~~n~::~h:~~~~:::· Jrs~ 88r:Ufhe f:ha\~~:!::~n~PRA finds
;vou often, All of us 1ll this fraterd d Th
.
•
ility and in the other fraternlt' car e • . erefore 'fe ar': disturb· amusing those things whtch benerealize that this probl
. !es ed .bY gcne~al, all-melusiVe accu- fit ALL of the students, he would
em extstasat10ns agamst the system, especi•
(Continued on page 5)
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CHEERLEADER at University· of
Brideport, Kathy Normandy of Beacon, N.Y. was New England College
Queen in 1961, a DlllUI scholar (highest honors), Dean's list, and Theta
Epsilon Sorority.

"A rppearances
Are.
Receiving"
A survey of what they're wearing and where,

i'

from our special campus fashion panel.

C
PATRIOTIC student at
Heidelberg University develops- character by dueling, is more concerned with
nolie than chest.

T

HERE IS anengagingstoryabOutBaron
Rothschild, the financial wizard, and his
awareness of appearance.
A man asked Rothschild for a loan. The
Baron refused it but said: "I will do better
than that. You may take my arm as we
walk together across the floor of the Exchange."
And so the man established perpetual
credit.
No one claims that a good apPearance
necessarily gets you .a job. But every business executive agrees that appearance is an
important factor in judging job applicants
as well as in career progress thereafter. '
Which brings to mind- Don't tail to
w_rite to The Collegiate Digest tor our Specw.Z Supplement on Careers. This contaiM
specific advice on how to conduct 1JO'Uir8elt
most effectively at job interviewa offered
by a cross section of the top e:cec~tives in
the country. In .addition, the Supplement
contains a list_ of commercial associations
which ~ill help you with your career pro-~
gramnung. And the Supplement is Free.
Write us for one.
~The Editors

FRATERN"L grip between Kappa Alpha
brothers at Davidson College, N. Carolina,
unites U. S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk
and Herschiel Sims Jr. of Charleston, W.Va.

',,

I :•

I

.

CEREBRAL John
York, a Kansas
State University
junior, designs
three dimensional
chess set.
Chesamen-

Diaest

An official publication of the Associated Collegiate
Press, Inc., 18 Joum.allsm Bid&'., University of
M1nnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"astronauts"are manipu]ated
from level
to level by·

electro-magnets

..

'
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PATRIOTIC Bobbie Sue Elder of
University of Florida poses at
Silver Springs for beautification
of the State.

. . GREEK MEMBERSHIP has steadily declined proportiOnate to enrollmentin'the.last.few years. Why? Because
the Gre:k system has lost the leaders' role; it .is .being
pushed mstead of .lea:ding. Where student leaders o-nce
emerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real
student leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
Greek organiz~tions have managed to solve the racial problem before bemg pushed into solving it. On many campuses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some
places, the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-th~ough steadily declining membership.
We believe that the Greek system of social organization
has done a great deal of good for American education.
~any a st~dent has learned social responsibility throllgh
~Is fratermty. The Greek system can continue to play an
~mportant role ~n the educational .community-but only if
1t can once agam lead.instead of being led.
-Mark Acuff
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OLLEGES differ from one portion of this
. country to the other-in curriculum, tradition, and outlook. But there's an amazing unanimity in fashion. Informality is the keynote
everywhere, with dress-up occasions taken a
little more seriously. Even geography doesn't
seem to make too much difference. For example,
our spies report from Middlebury College, in
Middlebury, Vt.: "We wear sports jackets and

ties for dress-up and sweaters aml slacks for
regular dates. There are very few dress-up
occasions here, so sports clothes are the usual
attire. In shirts, button-down and tab-collar are
eqoolly popular. Usually white or grey socks aml
loafers are worn. For class, corduroys or blue
jeans are popular, worn with a sweater or sport
shirt. Sport jackets are very rarely won~. Spe-cial fashion fad at Middlebury is ski parkas
which are worn to class aml athletic events."
That ski-parka bit bas echoes everywhere
there's snow. of coune. 'I'he same report reachesus from Williams College, Williamstown, Mass:

"A great many of us do wear ski parkas, but this
is because we like to ski, not because we want to
be cool guys."
Ditto Colgate University. Hamilto14 N .. Y.;
"Tennis sneakers in the Spring and Autumn, and
Army surplus jackets or ski apparel in the
Winter."
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Mass.,
votes the same; also Mesa Junior College, Grand
Junction, Colorado, and Gannon College, Erie
Pennsylvania.
Shifting out to Montana State College, in
Bozeman, Montana, the image is much the same,
with a special Western kicker thrown in at the
end: "Dates and dress-up: Men-Sport coat,

solid color sport shirt (no tie) or white shirt with
tie, dark socks and dark slacks. '.Pies are worn
with collar bar. Women-Dark skirt (straight or
tight) with light sweater or blouse, blazer, dark
heels; or semi-cocktail dress, matching or dark
heels. Classroom: Me;n-Slacks (dress or semidress), sport shirt and sweater (semi-bulky);
also wash-and-wear slacks. Women-All types of
skirts, sweater or blouse, fiats or sno-boots. As
to a special fad, the men often wear white or
cream colored Levi's aml the women wear midcalf height sno-boots 1vith a type of sq1tash heel."

dark socks, white short-sleeved button down
shirts, thin ties of a dark color, for dates. Chinos,
bermudas, button down sport shirts, golf or
crew-neck pullover sweaters, sneakers, and crew
socks, for classes. Since California Western University is near to the Mexican-American border
tlte influence shows itself in the form of Mexican huaraehes (sandals) which the men often
wear during class and leisure hours."

r:r

our dates are dates to fraternity firesides, and a
popular e7!Bemble for the girls is a paste~ pleated
skirt and matching sweater, often the longer
hig-length sweate·r. These are also worn to
slwws and other casual coke dates, etc. The fellows like the ski sweateTs or bulky sweaters and
slacks with white tennis socks and black loafers.
For dress occasio118 the girls wear wooL sheaths
and heels, and the fellows wear either suits or
sport coats and trousers. The classroom dress on
this campus is casual-pleated skirts aml bulky
sweaters, ski sweaters, matched sweaters and
skirts, skirts and blazers. Tennis shoes in aU
colors are worn. with. the outfit. Campus coats in
corduroy or twiU, often with a fur collar, are
very popular. The boys wear sport shirts, sweaters, and slacks. Everyone, men and women, carries umbrellas and wear tennis shoes, because of
the rain. This is ski country, therefore students
oft~ wear ski jackets with sport clothes. The
most popular coats are either rain coats or all
weather coats with fur linings and fur collars
or beige coats made of heavy wool.''
The Midwest runs true to form, as MacMurray
College in Jacksonville, Ill., tunes in: "The guys

here prefer casool dress for dates. Wash pants,
white or colored soclcs, sport shirts or sweaters.
Some of the fellows prefer dress slacks. Dances
call for shirt and tie. Sports coats are more popular than blaek or other dress suits except for
really formal affairs. Sweaters are probably most
popular for non-dance dates. Classrooms call. for
more casual dress. Still wash pants and shirts
or sweaters. A few jea118 make an appearance
but not in any sort of numbers. No sports coats
Jwre. Car coats m· jackets for outdoors. (Ivy
league type aU weather coats are the thing for
evening outerwear.''

green, gold, black. Ties are very popular-varied
colors with silk ones becoming popular. Unusool
for the south, topcoats are becoming widespread
in popularity, although hats- are'Wt as popldar
as last year. In Classroom: Sport shirts with
button down collars-loud and varied clesig118.
Sweaters-bulky, T:igTtt-weight, assorted colors.
Dress slacks, blue jeans, and ivy-league are all
popular!'

As for fads, the umbrella, which started some
years ago hitting Sduthern campuses, now
seems to be ubiquitous. Says Linfield College,
McMinnville, Oregon: "Two fashion fads which

are new to our campus this year are the use of
the black umbrella and the wearing of k'Melength olive-drab raincoats.''
And in far-away Pennsylvania State College,
at State College, Pennsylvania: "Raincoats and

umbrellas (the slim black variety) are almost
the uniform of the day in the spring."
Other fads by the way: At Austin State College, Clarksville, Tenn.-the narrow tie, "never
over %" in width." At Cornell University, Ithaca,

N.Y.-"Russian-type winter hats.''
And finally, a surprising fashion-stroke in the
field of academic-psychology, from Bakersfield
College, Bakersfield, Cal. "A fashion fad which

seems to be unique here is that although women
are permitted during final exams to discard the
usual skirt aml sweater in favor of slim jim,
many of the men dress 'up' for finals with tie
and suit or sports coat. This is not by any meam
universal here, but it is quite prevalent, and
those who do sa say it gives them an extra bit
of confidence which helps a great deal.''
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ity of dates. Button down and tab shirts are
both popular. White socks are gradually changing over to an assortment of colors - brown,
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Moving up to Oregon State, in Cornwallis,
Oregon, a full report, not unexpected: "Most of

Interesting point: At Northeast Louisiana
State College, Monroe Louisiana, it sounds like
an Ivy campus : "Suits a.re popular for the major-
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about writing an editor's note ~£ ...c~th~iics~- ~~~t;8t";nt~: -i;;s~ PSP seeks to establish a better
to this letter, but tJte more we Orientals, Spamsh Americans, and intellectual atmosphere on campus
think about it, the less it needs Anglos. ~ere ~omeone will inevit- by sponsoring bi•weekly faculty
one.
ably ask if this chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, a sys·
N
pled~ed a Ne~ro. We have, by tern of student Ntd professor ex•
.OT ~HITE SUPREMASIST unammous ~h01ce of the chapter, change with Latin America, re-es•
Dear Sir:
extended b1ds to Negros. They tablishmertt of Latin American
Are the Greeks running ·on the ":e~c not accepted. Had these in- Week, efforts to bring Phi Beta
PSP ticket "the sort of Greeks ~IVIduals accepted the bids there Kappa to UNM. and provision of
who shape the future of the syst- ~~ n: ~tason whatsoever to assume money to update the library. He
em on any campus 1" Are these . ~· t dey would not have been also finds it amusing that the PSP
men really the few who have mi Ia e · The fraternity as a suggests the clarification of the
"realized that times have changed w~le does have Negro ~embers. absences from class rules, stu•
and that the Greek system must
: you can see that we no more dent 'referenda to give the indi·
~v~lve V(ith the world around it ~~~k otlte the abuses which you at- vid~nls m.ore yoice in governme!'t,
if 1t hopes to not only survive but
an /ou do. But we do feel an mvestigatmg committee to m•
prosper." Of course they are not 0 ur:e1ves 0 be a part of the Greek form the student booy, a program
As a fraternity brother and hys em. We feel that the system of pre-registration for the second
friend of yours, I, as well as many thst m.~nyhunderlying virtues and semester in order to provide bene•
other of your fraternity brothers a 1d'f~ ould be composed of ficial information . and financial
have discussed this problem with ~an~ 1!k ercnt organizations, We savings for the studentl:l.
you often. All of us in this frater- 0 ~ d 1 e to see the abuses dis· If the chairman of SPRA finds
ttity .and in the other fraternities ~dr be · There:ore we ar~ disturb• amusing those things which benerealize that this problem exist 8 t' Y gene.ra • all-lnclusave accu- fit ALL of the students, he would
(Continued on page 5)
s a lOtts agamst the system, tlspeci•

Out at California Western University, they
say ditto on the general wear, with their own
footwear fad a special touch: "Sports jackets,
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MOMENT OF TRUTH
by AI Erisman

YOU WEAR IT
is what counts·

·

~:, · .• .
.

if you have the right clothes, it is
E
sible to look wholly undistinguished in your
appearance--just as there are many ways of
pos-

VEN

looking up and looking better, simply by supplying the little extra touches that possibly the
other fellow doesn't know.
For example, in the matter of the color combinations shown below:- a lot of men buy their
accessories--ties, shirts, socks-separately and
with no thought to their suit wardrobe. They
buy what they like and then let the color combo
work out.-:.except that it doesn't always do that.
Many a good tie is in basic clash-color with a
man's suit of the moment, and makes him look
odd. Other men stick to all-blue or aU-brown,
which isn't bad but pretty dull in the long run.
If you experiment a bit with the ideas below,
you'll begin to develop character in your appearance.

.

f~'
r ·"'---

Now, as to:
Sleeves. Your jacket sleeves should be short
enough to permit a half~inch of shirt cuff to
show.
Trousers. Your slacks are probably short. But
your suit -trousers should break slightly over
the instep. Trouser width should be threequarters the length of the shoe.
Short, stocky guys should avoid loud colors
and bold patterns, look for vertical designs
such as chalk stripes and herringbone patterns.
A-void rough, bulky fabrics, stick to cheviots,
flannels, worsteds. Wear tapered trousers, omit
cuffs.
Too-ta.U guys look for loose clothes, broad
shoulders, double-breasted jackets (as in "club"
or yachting jacket in blue flannel). With single
breasted jacket, wear a bold-patterned vest. Try
bulky fabrics. Shirts with gpread collars. Thicksoled shoes. Hefty polo coat.
Plan of action:
Rotate your clothes and shoes. They wear
better that way, look better. Off of you, hang
up your clothes, put trees in your shoes. Never
throw your coat over a chair or hang it on a
hook, it'll tear it out of shape. Keep pockets free
of excess bulk. And clean out the fluff once in a
while. Dry clean clothes often-pressing only
when you're pressed for time yourself. Take off
wet clothes and hang up immediately. At season's end, have overcoats dry-cleaned and mothproofed, then store ,away.
Have breaks or tears fixed immediately.
Catch buttons while they're loose; not look for
them after theY're gone.
Back to shoes: have them shined immediately
when new. Keep them shined, they'll pay you
back by longer wear and better appearance.
Have your ties dry-cleaned occasionally. If
they're any good they'll surprise you by looking virtually new and save replacement costs.
Don't forget: the best-dressed man is the one
whose clothes are so inconspicuously in taste
that you can't remember afterwards what the
details were-except that the overall effect was
a success.

As most fellows know,
there are handkerchiefs
for showin' and there
are handkerchiefs for ·
blowin'. These ·are interchangeable as long
as men use only the
white .squares.
However, with the increasing poptllarity of
colored shirts why not
review a few of the simple rules that permit
that extra dash of fashion obtainable by the use
of colored pocket kerchiefs that either blend or
contr 1St with the suit, shirt and tie?
First of all it should be understood that the
very popular silk foulard pocket squares are
perfectly correct. As with linen or cotton handkerchiefs, these can be had with plain borders
and. plain centers. Silk squares .should never be
worn neatly folded. They should be casually
tucked into the breast-pocket in a manner that
displays a bit of both the border and the center.
There are many well-dressed men who hold
that the same rule applies to linen handkerchiefs. On the other hand, many fellows insist
on the neatly folded points showing or the
square-type "TV fold." The casual tuck-in is
the most sophisticated-but make your own
choice.
The pocket kerchief should blend with or
contrast nicely with your shirt and tie. It is
presumed that the shirt and tie blends well
with the suit. Although matching foulard tie
and kerchief sets are available, the pattern of
the kerchief need not match that of the tie. For
instance, say that a blue tie is worn with a blue
shirt and a blue or blue-gray suit. The monotony of the color combinations can be relieved
with a predominanly red or yellow pocket kerchief.
For formalwear, forget the silks and keep to
simple unadorned whites-folded or not, as you
prefer.

,

VERY IN VERY OUT

1·,.'.

handkerchiefs:

acrylic fiber

- <
I

As for pocket

THE INS AND OUTS OF
COLLECTING SWEATERS
(OR)
WHY SWEATERS THAT ARE
'VERY IN ARE VERY"ORLON'

"Roomie, I am going to get a date!"

"This is the hardest part."

sending your sweaters

washing your sweaters
in the nearest washing
machir.e-(JOU can, if

they're "Orton"* or

. home to Mother for

fussy handwasbing or

whatever.

'

..,...

"Orton Sayelle''**)

saving on cleaning bills

with great sweaters of

"Orton': and ••0r1on
Sayelle". Tiley come

digging deep into fun
fuhds for seasonaland eJMrgency sweater
cleaniag.

clean-but quickly ..
-il the wasb.

all-season sweatersfreed from rituals of
mothballing aid

mishaps with moths
and sweaters that

balky geod-lookiftg
liHits that wann with-

burdensome sweaters

hibernate in a box.

su__. storage.

"Uit . .. hello Joan? How about tonight?"

"Oh ••• er •.• yoU:re busy tonight."

-too hea!J in over-

heated classroollls,
oat weigbt-wash
without worry. . too depelldetrt on

detllandinl care.

simple-plus new

the old saggy-baggy's
like Daddy used to

fangled knits tbat
know how to keep

to fuss over!

classics pare and

wear~and

Mommy has

their shape with no

assist from you.

"Well ... uh.••• how about tomorrow?"

"GREAT! I'U pick you.'up at seven!"

the newsy textures
and tweedy tones of
"Orion" aclllic,
''Orion SayeUe"
bi-component acrylic.

almost anything else,
almDSt anything else!
(So start collecting
sweaters of 4 '0rlon'~
and ...Orion Sayelle"
right new!)

BETIER THINGS FOR BETTER liVING •• , THROUGH CHEMISTRY

*"Orion" is Du Pont's registered trademark for·its acrylic flb~r.
**"Orion Sayelle" is Du Pont's registered trademark for its bi·companenl acrylic fiber.

1962 COLOR CHART FOR CLOTHES HARMONY
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HAT

SCARF

Black

Gray

Blue-Gray

Red and Blue

Black

Black

Blue

Slate Gray

UghtBiue

Red and Blue

Black

Black

Blue-Gray

Black

Silver Gray

Blue and Olive

Green and Blue

Dark Green

Dark Brown

Camel Color

Olive Mixture

Green and Red

Off·White or Ivory

Green and Red

Red

Brown

Brown

Natural Gabardine or Covert

Olive or Tan·Oiive

Brown and Green

Yellow

Brown and Black

Yellow

Dark Brown

Cordovan

Medium Brown

Dark Brown

Brown and Gold

SOCKS

Blue and Gold

Yellow

Blue

Gray

Red and Blue ·

Red

Blue-Black

Blue

Blue and Silver

· Blue-Olive

Blue

Brown·Oiive
Black-Brown

TIE

Tan

Blue-Gray

Navy Blue

.

TOPCOAT

~

HANDKERCHIEF

SHIRT

SUIT

'

.

SHOES

GREEK-MEMBERSHIP ,has steadily declined propor- about writing an editor's note of. Catholfcs, Protestants, Jews, PSP seeks to establish a better
·tionate to enrollmentin·thelast.few years. Why? Because to this letter, but t_he more we Or1entals, .Spanish Americans, and intellectual atmosphere on campu!l
the 'Greek system· has lost the leaders' role; it _is .being think about it, the less it needs Anglos. Here someone will inevit- by sponsoring bi•weekly faculty
pushed . instead of lea:ding. Where student leaders once .·one.
ably ask if this chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, a sYS•
ple!)~ed a Negro. We have, by tem of student Ntd professor exemerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unammous choice of the chapter, change with Latin America, re-es•
student leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. F'ew Dear Sir:
extended bids to Negros. They tablishment of Latin American
Greek organizations have managed to solve the racial prob- Are the Greeks running on the wd.e~e not accepted. Had ~hese in- Week, efl'orts to bring P~i. Beta
1 b f
b ·
. ·
. .
. ·
.
PSP t' 1 t "th
!Vtduals accepted the btds there Kappa to UNM, and prov1s1on of
em e ore emg pushed mto solvmg it. On many cam- h he ce th fe t sorl f;hGreeks is no reason whatsoever to assume money to update the library Be
puses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because !to:n a:;Y c~m~::~,o Aree :.;:;; !h_:l~ they would not ~ave. been also finds it amusi~g th~t the 'psp
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some men really the few who have mhtt1ated. The fratermty as a suggests the clardicatton of the
" 1' d th t t'
h
w o e does have Negro members. absences from class rules stu•
.
.
.
P ]ac_ es, the Greek syst em h as d1ed an almost unnoticeable redatthzet tha Glmeks ave changed So you can see that we no more dent 'referenda to give th~ indi·
death
'
an
muat
·
. - throUg h s t ead'lI Y de·cI'mmg
mem bers h'1p,
evolve awith e theree system
ld
d 't cond6ne th e a buses wh'1ch you at· Vtdua1s
more voice in government,
We believe that the Greek system of social organization if it hopes to not -;:~}y s:;i~~ b~t tack ~han Y6U do. But we do feel an investigating committee _to in·
has done a_ great deal of good for American education. prosper." Of course they are not. :;:;:;~;i: ~~~ ~i::t0 !~~esGysrteeemk !~rpm the s.tutdent~ bodf y, athprogramd
M
t d t h 1 ·
d . · . .
. .. . . .
, As a f1·aternity brother and h
.
.
_ re-re~1s ra 10n or . e secon
any a s u en as earne SOCial responsibility through friend of your I s 11
as ~~~:.any underlymg v1rtues and semester m order to provide bene•
~is fraternity. The Greek system can continue to play an other of your s:frd~rntt~ b~o::~:,
'lir~:~uld be c?m~osed of lici~l informatil)n and financial
Important role in the educational.COtntnUnity-bUt only if have discussed this problem With WllU~ like t~n~::;hiUZ~JOns,le saJ:ngs for ~he students. . d
11
1
0
it can once again lead.instead of being led.
h?t~•
oftedn: Atllhof "ths in fthist fr~~;U:r- carded. Therefore w: a~e :_i:tu;:: am us~~~ ~~~s_~~htn_g! ~f_c~ !~e~
1 J an
m e o er ra ermttes ed by general tt · 1 •
- MarkAcuff
realize that this problem existssations
• t ~ ·me USIVe ace~· fit ALL of ~he students, he would
agams
e system, espect•
(Contmued on page 5)
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"It was nothing• ...
I have her eating
out of my hand."
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WARDRO
GUIDE

2 suits: Choice of me~ium-to-da!k gray
worsted herringbones; ohve_glen pl'!1d, mid·
weight, •mall patterns.
m classoc threebutton natural shoulder models (some with
vests to match).

2 suits: flannels and hopsacklngs are the
favorite dress-up suit fabrics here. Mediumto-dark grays 11nd olives are the best COl·
ors. with navy next (especially at George.
town). Corduroy is another good fabric.

2 suits: 1 reaular or medium-weight dressy
suit, with vest to match, plus a poplin, cord
or lightwelshL Glen plaids; herringbones;
navy blues. blacks, charcoal grays are best
in dressy suits. Seersuckers In stripes and
plaids are also good In lightweights.

2 or 3 suits: Select from mill-finished
worsteds in herringbones, plaids and
plains. Also flannels; hopsaclcs and cordu·
roys. Olives, grays, navy l;llues and browns
are all good.

2 suits: Dark gray or olive worsted flannels;
also subdued herrln&bones and plaids In
worsteds.

2 or 3 jackets: Shetlands or tweeds in me·
dlum-to-dark tones (one with bold check or
plaid); navy blue flannel blazer, plus light·
weight madras or patterned cotton for
early fall and •Pring.

2 to 3 jackets: To one navy blue blazer

2 jackets: A blazer in navy blue. black.
olive or other shBde, plus a tweed or shet·
land In cool areas or a lightweight wool
or cottQn·blend in warmer zones. Plaids,
stripes and modest patterns all are worn.

2 or 3 jackets: The solid-colored blazer is
a favorite in the Midwest. too. Here they
wear blacks, olives and maroons In add•·
tion to navy blues. Muted plaids and her·
ringbones In tweeds and shetlands are "'in"
as are modest stripes.

2 jackets: Blue blazer or shetland or tweed
in subdued pattern.

8 to 9 pairs: Supplement 2 or 3 pairs of
worsted flannels in dark or medium-gray
and olive with 6 Pl'lirs of wash slacks in
khaki and olive chino or polished cotton.
Worsted hopsack slacks in all shades.

6 or 7 pairs: To two pairs of good worsted
flannel or other dressy slacks. add 4 or 5
pairs of lightweight wash slacks, such as
chinos, polished cottons, cords, corduroys,
seersuckers. poplins.

5 or 6 pairs: To good worsted flannels. add
some corduroys and chinos or polished
cottons. Flannels In medium-to-dark grays

1 topcoat: Gabardines, tweeds and shetlands vie for favor here. with both raglan
and classic chesterfields worn.

1 topcoat: At Universities of Georgia. flor·
ida, Florida State. a lightweight or mediumweight tweed topcoat is needed. as it Is
at Georgia Tech, Georgia State and Emory.
Tulane men favor gabardines, too. Most
favored style is the raglan balmacaan, al·
though a few are wom with set-In sleeves.

None.

"11

A survey ot what collletre'',lrnet'n
are wearing in every

6 or 7 pairs: 2 dark gray flannels; 1 olive

flannel; the balance, tan chinqs, poplins
or cords for classroom wear.

NORTHEAST

TOPCOATS

.

I topcoat Fly-front. semi-fitted with set-in
sleeve•, natural shoulders, flap pockets.
Usually In gray or olive-blend cheviot.

add one or two •Shetland sport jackets i~
modest or medium-bold patterns. Gray
brown and olive are aU good colors.
'

I

,I

1 overcoat: Dark gray. olive or brown tweed

OVERCOATS
colleges have a far more rigorous standfor their students than is found in many Ivy schools.
apply to classroom and camous wear, too. As a result,
outfits, such as the three11iece suit and the navy blue
worn with medium or dark gray flannels,. are among the
AIJ'IIIIritl! items of attire. Outerwear in a wide range of styles, types,
lengths and weights is very important in this area, as in all the
others where Winter has a chill bite. Here, college men rate
gabardine topcoats alongside of tvreeds and cheviots.
'JCII~!h~!asl:ern

.

RAINCOATS .

has steadily declined propor·tionate to enrollment.in'the.lastfew years. Why? Because
the Greek system has lost the leaders' role; it _is .being
pushed . instead of .le~ding. Where student leaders onee
emerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real
student leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
Greek organizations have managed to solve the racial problem before being pushed into solving it. On many campuses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some
places, the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-through steadily declining membership.
We believe that the Greek system of social organization
has done a great deal of good for American education.
Many a student has learned social responsibility throUgh
his fraternity. The Greek J>ystem can contitme to play an
important role in the educational community-but only if
it can once again lead.instead of being led.
-Mark Acuff
tiRri.EK M&'M.BERSHIP

1 topcoat: Dressy coat in classic fly-front
natural shoulder model of cheviot or tweed.
Zip-in liner.

None.

None.

1 overcoat Warm storm coat or stadium
coat with tweed or gabardine shell and
alpaca or pile lining. Can have self, mou·
ton, racoon or pile collar.

None.

None.

1 raincoat: Select from your favorite style,
ranging from natural-color classic balma·
caan to split-raglans in checks and plaids.

2 raincoats: Poplin balmacaan in oyster or
natural; plastic coat.

1 raincoat; Natural or oyster poplin, in bal·
macaan model with fly-front.

3 garments: Waist-length; knee length, and
car coat styles.

2 garments: Select from finger-tip. kneelength, waist-length styles in lightweight,
medium and heavyweights, as required.
Lined and unlined poplins; lodens; lami·
nated knits; ski jac:l<ets; p~rka-types.

or otives.

1 raincoat: Oyster, natural or tan shades in

poplins. Regular lengths, 'A lengths and
a few trench coats. Should have zip-in
warmers In cool spots. (An extra plastic
coat will be handy.)

according to climate. Waist-length blouses;
car coats; 'A length coats.

HATS

3 hats: 1 dressy felt with small welt-edge
brim and center-crease crown in dark olive,
gray or pumpkin; 1 tyrolean in green or
bronze velour or mixture; 1 rain hat.

1 or 2 hats: Classic center-crease crown.
narrow-brim felt In olive, medium-gray or
brown; tyrolean hat for sportswear; rain
hat.

1 or 2 hats: In cool areas. rain hat plus
fabric casual (check, plaid or plain color)
or tyrotean. Also dressy narrow-brim center-crease felts.

1 hat: Narrow-brimmed. center-crease felt;
patterned cloth hat; velour or other type
tyrolean, or rain hat.

2 hats: Center-crease raw-edge felt; velour
tyrolean.

2 hat~: One rough·textured sports model;
one snap brim felt.

2 to 4 sweaters: Crew necks; V-necks;

3 sweaters: Most types of sweaters are

SWEATERS

2 sweaters: 1 crew neck shetland in nat·
ural or lovat mix; 1 slightly heavier or very

2 sweab!rs: Crew neck pullovers; hi.V·neck
pullovers; cardigans.

2 or 3 sweaters: Pullovers; cardigans;

DRESS SHIRTS

2 or 3 garments: 1 lightweight and medium

2 or 3 garments: Select weight and warmth

bulky knit in either crew or boat neck.

HI·V's worn at all colleges here. (U. of Ky.
also goes for five-button cardlaans and
sleeveless sllpovers.)

popular in southern schools. Select from
crew necks. boat necks. hi·V·necks, cardi·
gans, shawl collars. bulky knits; etc. Mostly
solid colors but some fancies. too.

2 to 4 sweaters: Crew necks• boat necks;
hi·V-necks; shawl collars; ca;:digans; wools;
mohair blends; shetlands, etc. Al50 horl·
zontal stripes.

8 shirts: As50rted button-downs and tab
collars in oxford and broadcloth. Mostly
whites, plus blues and stripes.

10 shirts: Oxfords In both button-down and
tab collar models. White, blue. wheat. gold,
etc., In solid colors and stripes.

8 to 12 shirts: Button-downs and tab collars

in oxfords, broadcloths. chambrays. etc.
Whites, blues, solid colors and stripes and
checks.

6 to 8 shirts: Button-down collar oxfords

In white. blue and stripes. Also a few tabs
and pin-tabs.

4 to 6 shirts: White and colored button·
down c;ollar oxfords.

4 shirts: Button-down oxfords In white and

4 sport shirts: Cotton button-down collu
plaids (madras-type) checks. Me.; hopsacks; heaVy cottuns. 1\11 1n button-down
collar style-some In pullover model.

both mat :and popover models in plaids,

3 to 5 shirt5: Button-down collar styles In
solids, batiks and paisleys.

8 to 12 shirts: Solids, plaids; checks;
stripes; Madras; batik; paisleys. and knits.
-cm.t styles and pullove.s. Some with short
sleeves.

6 shirts: Button-downs; popovers, etc.• in
small figures; paisleys; madras· types;
muted -tartans; -plaids, 1:becks -and -solids.

6 shirts: Button-down collars In solids,
plaids. checks and flflat prints.

6 to 8 shirts: Plaids. solids; knits; paisleys.
Also wools and wool blends at U. of Wash·
lngton.

TIES

8 ties: Wool challis; reps; foulards. Small
prints. paisleys and stripes.

10 ties; Wool cflallis; reps; foulards, and a
black silk kniL

12 ties: Reps; challis; knits; solids.

6 to• 8 tiesi reps; challis; wools. and foul·
ards in 1 V." and 2" widths.

6 ties: Reps; challis; 1 black kniL

6 to 10 ties: Narrow-width stripes; solids;

SHOES

3 pairs: 1 plain-toe blucher, 1 wing-tlp
!both cordovaio); 1 pair snukers.
NOTE: Will need 1 pair slippers.

3

Blade or brown plain-toe cordovan
blilcbers; tnOCI:8sins, and sneakers.

4 or 5 pairs: Plain-toa or wing-tip cordovans; moccasins; sneakers; "'dirty•• or white
bucks.

3 or 4 pairs: Dressy cordovans or blacks
In plain-loa blucher or wing-tip styles; moccasins; ·sneakers; desert boots.

4 pairs: Wing-tip, plus 2 loafers and 1 pair
of sneakers.

sneakers; s1ipons; moccasins: casuals.

FORMAL
WEAR

1 tuxedo: Black in natural shoulder model
with either shawl or peak lapels. Acees·
sories to include formal pleated dress shirt,
studs, cummerbund or vest and bow tie,
black socks, formal ~hoes.

1 tuxedo: A black tropical-weight natural
shoulder model with shawl collar. Tux
shirt; studs;: cummerbund and bow tie set.
(Can be rented at some schools.)

In warmest climate only, white dinner
Jacket and black formal trousers are
needed. In cooler climates. black tuxedos
are worn In winter; white dinner jackets in
spring. Tux shirt; studs; links; cummer•
bund and bow tie set. (Some students
rent forf!al wear.)

1 tuxedo: Natural shoulder model ln black
tropical weight; tux shirt; studs; black
socks; formal shoes.

1 tuKedo: Natural shoulder black with ac·
cessories; formal oxfords.

Will rent.

8 pairs: 6 x 3 rib wools; crew socks.

10 pairs: Wools; cottons; crew socks; 1 pair
black formal$.

12 pairs: Dark dress; argyles; crew socks;
formals.

10 to 12 pairs: Ribbed wools. crew socks.

cottons and a few arsyles.

12 pairs: Dressy wools and cotton, plus
athletic socks.
.

8 pairs: Dressy darks; argyles; soft cottons;
crew 50cks; stretch socks.

1 muffler: Plaid or plain wool.

1 muffler: Silk or wool, favorite types.

Optional.

1 muffler: Plaid or solid wool.

None.

None.

2 pairs: l Madras; 1 poplin or Dacron-wool
blend.

1 or 2 pairs: Washable, patterned or plain.

3 pairs: Poplin; Madras; washwear, etc.

3 or 4 pairs: Tans. olives; Madras.

2 or 3 pairs: Solids and madras-types.

1 to 3 pairs: Solid colors or Madras.

3 or 4 tie clasps and collar pins; a solid
color odd vest; 1 or 2 cotton, rayon or silk
ascots; wallet; toilet')' kit; 12 to 24 white
handkerchiefs; 2 paor gloves: 1 wool; 1
pigskin.

A solid color odd V<ISI; toiletry kit; collar
pins; tie clasps; 2: or 3 pairs of gloves (wool
and dressy leather); wris~ watch; wallet; 12
to 24 while handkerchiefs.

1 or 2 fancy vests; gloves; mufflers (where
needed); tie clasps; collar pins; tolletry kit;
wallet; 12 to 24 white handkerchiefs.

2 r,airs of gloves; tie pins; collar pins;
tal etry kit; wallet; 12 to 24 White hand·
kerchiefs. 1 vest: Reversible.

Tie bars; wallet; toiletry kit; formal studs;
·links; clothes brush: 12 to 24 White hand·
kerchiefs. 1 or 2 vests: Reverslbles; solids.

Odd vests (red and a few checks) worn at
Stanford; tie clasps; toiletry kit; slippers;
wallet; muffler and gloves, If needed; 12 to
24 white handkerchiefs.

SOCKS

WEST COAST
A more casual attitude toward clothes is reflected. At University
of Southern California, T-shirts are worn alone with'wash slacks
or walk shorts after classes and around frat houses. Students
should have some beachwear, too. The surf season lasts well into
October and starts again in late April or early May. Sweat shirts,
fly-front Hawaiian-length trunks and button-down sports shirts
(worn with tails out) are part of beach gear. Students who are
"in," frequently chop off the sleeves of their sweat shirts and
wear crew ~ks (never knee-length hose) with .walk .shorts.

6 or 7 pairs: Worsted flannels; washwears:
chinos; pelished cottons; cords. Dark grays,
olives, antelopes.

and/or heavywelghL Loden coats; duffer·
types; waist-length Jackets; lined cottons;
corduroys; parkas; praid popovers; car coats.

SOUTHWEST

I,

1 raincoat: Oyster or tan color poplin with
a zip-in wool or pile fabric liner.

6 pairs: 2 worsted flannels; 2 polished cot·
tons or chinos; 2 washwears.

OUTERWEAR

tollege .styles .apparently still 1IIDVe fmm .fast 1o West. Here's a

Dressy worsted flannel suits, some with matching vests, sleek
mill-finished worsteds and casual corduroys mark the clothing
preferences of students in 1he Southwest. The blue blazer is a
campus "uniform," too. It is worn with medium-to-dark gray
worsted flann~l slacks for dress-up and with chinos or polished
cottons for casual occasions. Subdued shetland and tweed sports
jackets are other favorites. Climate calls for a good raincoat to
keep out occasional wet and chill. The narrow-brimmed center·
crease university hat, or the sporty tyrolean when dating.

1 raincoat: Tan or natural color poplin In
balmacaan model. May be a washwear
construction.

Madras; madras-type wools. Solid shades
In medium-to-light tones at U.S.C, Checks
and stripes at U. of Washington.

2 to 3 garments: 1 light and/or medium·
weight and 1 heavyweight. Select from
waist-lengths (light-weight), and threequarter and full-lengths (heavyweights).
Poplins; suedes; lodens, shearlings; cordu·
rays; tweeds. etc.

MIDWIIST
for instance: Last year, students at the Eastern Ivy league sehools
adopted tbe tightly-furled umbrella and carried it on rainy days,
as well as an accessory to their dress-up clothes. This year, the
fad has reached the Midwest. Spring days find the campuses
dotted with walk shorts. Tab collar shirts have been accepted
wholeheartedly, but the button-down oxford shirt is still king.
College men are wearing more colored -and striped shirts here, 1oo.
Natural-shoulder suits and sports jackets are uniform.

or cheviot in either fitted chesterfield with
fly-front and natural shoulders, or in rag.
lan shoulder balmacaan style.

2 jackets: flannel blazers; muted j>laids;

2 garments: Duffer coat In navy, green.
camel or black; Ioden coat (may reverse to
poplin) in green or gray. waist-length midweoght blouse; hooded popover; ski jacket;
collqe crest or name warm·UP jacket.

SOUTH
The three11iece suit with matching vest has made quite a fashion
impact on .students in southern colleges. This style has been
extended to the lightweight Dacron-wool blends. In the Deep
South, seersuckers in plaids and stripes are very popular in both
suits and sports jackets. Striped sports shirts are making a comeback in that area, too. Bulky knit cardigan sweaters are a favorite,
and there are many students wearing lightweight V-neck pullovers.
Button-down oxford shirts in white, colors and stripes are still
tops, but the snap-tab collar rates high on southern campuses.

No overcoat.

2 suits: Medium·to·dark tones. Stripes
"'big'' at Stanford; corduroy suits; blacks,
olives and charcoals at U.S.C. In Dacron·
worsted blends-medium grays In wash·
wears. Herringbones and tweeds at U. of
Washington.

MISCElLANEOUS

po~lrs:

about writing an editor's note
to this letter, but the more we
think about it, the less it needs
.one.

of Catholics,· Protestants, :1 ews, l"Sl" . seeks to establish a better
Orientals, Spanish Americans, and intellectual atmosphere on campu!l
Anglos. Here someone will inevit- by sponsoring bi-weekly faculty
ably ask if this chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, ·a sys•
pledged a Negro. We have, by tam of student .and professor eJC·
NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unanimous choice of the chapter, ehange with Latin America, re-es•
Dear Sir:
extended bids to Negros. They tablishment of Latin American
.
were not accepted. Had these in- Week, efforts to bring Phi Beta
A th G k
PSPretick~t ~~~~es ::r~nr::'l ~n t~e ?ividuals accepted the bids there Kappa to UNM, and p~ovision of
who shape th futu 0. f th ree ts IS no reason whatsoever to a!lsume money to update the bbrary. He
e
. r~,
e sys - that they would not have been also finds it amusing that the PSP
~~n °~e:ny c:~P~fl · Abe these initiated. The fraternity as a suggests the Clarification of the
"realized that thne:~av: c~a~avd whole does have Negro ~embers. absen.ces from clas~ rules, .st~
and that the Greek s ste
ge
So You can see that ~e no more d?nt referenda to giVe the md1·
evolve with the wort~ arm ~u~~ condone the abuses wh1ch you at• v1duals more voice in government,
if it hopes to not only su;i~~ b~t tack than You do. But we do feel an investigating committee to in•
prosper'' Of course the are n t ourselves to be a part of the Greek form the student body, a program
As a· fraternity brither a~d ~ystem. We feel t~at t~e system of pre-re~istration for the second
friend of yours I as well as m
ths ~any underlymg VIrtues and semester m otde~: to p~:ovide bene•
other of your fr~ternity broth:;: . at •:.fshould be e?m~osed of flci~l information and financial
have discussed this problem with man~ l~kferent orgamzat•ons. We savmgs for the students.
1 e to see the abus~s dis· If ~he chairman of SPRA flndEI
you often. All of us in this frater- wou
nity and in the other fraternities ~drted. There:or~ 1e
dJsturb• amusmg those things which benerealize that this problem exists tl Y gene.ra t' ah • nc us ve accU· fit ALL of the students, he would
sa ons agams t e system, espcci.
(Continued on page 5)
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crew necks, boat necks; hi.Y·necks; shawl
collars.

colors. Also tabs at Stanford.

knits; small prints.

4 pairs: Cordovan plain-ties; wing-tips;
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COLLEGE SWEATER PANEL
PASSES
ON NEWSweaters are favorite items in college wardrobes. So sweater stylists
perked up their ears when a conference of college men from Holy Cross,
Yale, University of Georgia, Florida
State University, Indiana University, Wayne State University, University of Oklahoma, University of
Houston, Brigham Young University, and the University of California (varsity football, wrestling, and
lacrosse represented as well as journalism, poli-sci, engineering and
advertising) got together in Sun
Valley, as guests of E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours & Co., to pass on current
styJing.
Agreed: crew neck shetland in
classic ombre shadings is the classic.
Also: average number sweaters
owned 7.5. $10 to $20 retail price
spread about right. Most drycleaned
sweaters even if washing possible.
Endorsed V necks; high-button cardigans; critical of gimmicks such as
side vents or side adjustments not
serving practical purpose. Bulky
look less important, but still popular.
Conclusion: Well-knit gang.

Getting
Around
To It:
OUNDED in 1804 by two BosF
. tonians, Ohio University in

..

t
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Tommy Johnson (U. of Ga.)

.

Athens, 0., still holds onto its Boston tradition. Its New England
architecture gives the campus a
likeness to Harvard University's
campus and for 15 years Dr. John
C. Baker, a former Harvard man,
has built the oldest university in
theNorlhwestTerritoryfromsmall
university to large university status
in physical size, enrollment and
academic standards. This year the
Boston tradition was continued with
the naming of Dr. Vernon R. Alden,
another Harvard man, as president
to succeed Dr. Baker. For the first
time in the history of the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration one graduate followed
another as president of a university. Thirty-eight-year-old Dr. Alden is the youngest university president in Ohio and Ohio University's
youngest president since William
Henry Scott was inaugurated at
the age of 32 in 1872. ·
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Bill Adams (U. of Cal.)

r!'

A view of Cutler Hall in the winter looking through
the new Class Gateway completed a year ago.
The new Class Gateway to the Ohlo University Campus
Green is shown looking from the patio of the John C.
Baker University Center, completed in 1954 and recently named in honor of retiring president Dr. Baker.

Dr. Vernon R. Alden and his wife, Marion, look out
over Ohio University's East Green donnitcry area.
Dr. Alden took over as president of Ohio University
January 3, 1962.
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The Ohio University Campus Green in the spring.
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Jack Hardy (U. of Okla.)

I

Tommy Johnson (U. of Gn.)

Mike Weingart (U. of Houston)

aecunea. propor·tionate to enrollment urthe last.few years. Why? Because
the 'Greek system· has. lost the leaders' role; it .is .being
pushed . instead of lea:ding. Where student leaders once
emerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real
student .leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
Greek organizations have managed to solve the racial problem before being pushed into solving it. On many campuses, the Greeks h~ve been ordered off campus because
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some
places. the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-through steadily declining membership.
We believe that the Greek system of social organization
lias done a great deal of good for American education.
Many a student has lear.ned social responsibility through
liis fraternity. The Greek aystem can continue to play an
important role in the educ::ttional community-but only if
it can once again lead.instead of being led.
-Mark Acuff
.......-..--. :......,...._...,.,.up.a:ar

:Ju>t>" .:~~c::auuy

ol Cathoiics, Protestants, Jews, PSP seeks to establish a better
Orientals, Spanish Americans, and intellectual atmosphere on campul!l
Anglos. Here someone wiU inevit- by sponsoring bi-weekly faculty
a.bly ask if this chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, ·a sys·
ple\lged a Negro. We have, by tern of student ~d professor eX·
NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unanimous choice of the chapter, change with Latin America, re-es·
Dear Sir•
extended bids to Negros. They tablishment o_f Latin American
·
. . .
,
. ... were not accepted. Had these in· Week, efforts to bring Phi Beta
Are ~he G~;eks runmng on the dividuals accepted the bids there Kappa to UNM, and provision of
PSP ticket the sort of Greeks is no reason whatf!£>ever to assume money to update the library. He
who shape the future of the syst- that they would not have been also finds it amusing that the PSP
em on any campus?" Are these initiated. The fraternity as a suggests the clarification nf the
~en , really th? few who have whole does have Negto nlembers. absences from class rules stu•
reahzed that t1mes have changed So you can see that we no more dent referenda to give th~ indi·
and that. the Greek system must condone the abuses which you at· viduals more voice in government
~r~v: \'?It~ th\ word ar~un~ it tack than you do. But we do feel an investigating committee to in~
I . 1 op,;s o no on Y SUI'\'IVe ut ourselves to be a part of the Greek form the student body a program
pr~per. ?ftcourtse ~e~hare no~ system.· We feel t~at t~e' system of pre-registration fo; the second
f . s d af ra 8 ~1 Y ro er an has ~any underlymg v1rtues and semester in order to provide bene•
rlen
yours, .• as 'Ye.11 as many that 1t should be composed of ficial information and financial
~t~er
~~ur l~~~rmtybfrothe;sh, many different organizations, We savings for the students,
a e lsc se
IS pro . em Wit would like to see the abuses dis· If the chairman of SPRA find!!
!it~ o:!d\~~~~fo~h 1~ :ht~ fr~~r- c~rded. Therefore '!'e ar~ disturb· amusing those things which bene·
r 1'
th t th' e
erm !es e ,bY general, all·mclusive accu· fit ALL of the students, he would
ea IZe
a
IS pro em ex1stssatJons against the system, especi·
(Continued on page 6)
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Patricia Weaver, "1961 National College
Queen," of Wilson College, Chambersburg,
Pa., wears frosted wool and orion dress in
electric shades of pink, blue, or turquoise.

In order to advance a personal campaign to make this "Be-Kind-ToThose- Whose-Are- Going- InsaneFor-Lack-Of-Laughs" month, I'm
compelled to divulge information
about a unique little paperback.
Even those of you who suffer from
intense guilt feelings because
you've put down that book of study
and.are searching for hilarity will
find College Parodies satisfying
compromise.
.
This collection of "spoofs" is
edited by Will and Martin Lieberson and is published by Ballantine
Books. It includes parodies on current well known magazines and
newspapers taken from such collegiate publications as the Columbia Jester, the Cornell Widow, the
Purdue Rivet, the Yale Record, and
others. A humorous and snappy
turn is given to comic strips, ads,
feature articles, short stories, and
non-fiction found in sports' and
news' magazines, home journals,
and entertainment periodicals
which fill the newsstanas across
the COUJltry.
Indulge yourself with a few
hours of humor! Take that seventyfive cents you've been saving to
buy your favorite magazine and
pick up a copy of College Parodies
at the bookstore.
While you're at the bookstore
you might look for two paperbacks
which are not in the humorous v~
but which I highly recommend.
Shakespeare of London, written by
Marchette Chute and published by
Dutton Everyman Paperback
(65c), is an excellent account of
William Shakespeare and his works
and the society in which he lived.
The other paperback is the essay
On Liberty written by John Stuart
Mill (A Gateway Edition, 85c).
Although this work was first published in 1859, it has been a favorite for more than a century.
I think you will find this essay on
civil liberty particularly appealing
in regard to current national and
international policies.
LIZ PACE

Barnard '63
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National College. Queen Finalists model style$ in
the '62 look of studied simplicity and neatness·
r,..----
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Patricia Weaver goes casual in this outfit, but
retains a tone of neatness and charm.
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Eunice Young, "Southern College Queen,"
from that college there in North Carolina,
prefers the tailored look with jacket, pleated
skirt.

A choice o£ type styles is just one of the. outstanding
features of Olympia's handsome new SM7 Deluxe
Portable. A breeze to operate, it's the one portable with
true office machine action. Comes fully-equipped with
the most advanced and worthwhile
typing aids • • • from convenient
half- spacing (for ruled index
cards, etc.) to a correcting space
bar (for insertion of omitted
If§~~~~
letters). See, test and compare
I
a precision-built Olympia hefore you decide on any other portable.

HEAD srA&T ON 5Uca;s5." The
lUlhor Ia Buaard Haldaue, orlafa.tor
.r the Sa.- Factor A. .l,mo approaeb to career de•elopmenl. Co¥en
ouch lnformatlre aad helpful materiel
a1; The Tea. Step• ln Suc:eoea F•liiOr
Aaalysl•a. l•terpretlas Your SFAc
Preparlns Your Rhum~l How lobo
Are Found 1 llow To 1Vrlle Appolal•
Lett.,.., ale. S..d for
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Marsha Thompson, "Rocky Mountain College Queen," from Montana State College, in
Bozeman, Montana, chooses simple, smart,
and figure flattering lines.

Ann Frandsen, "Western College Queen,"
from you-see-where in Ogden, Utah, models
a dress belted with large patch-saddle pockets.

I'&EE •.•• a 40-~ ....-r pdd·•w
•ooklel, for hlsh ediool and eoUese
>1uden1o, eDtllled "1101V TO GET A

and for those odd·about moments .••

.....,..

OLYMPIA DIVISION, Dept. (FC-1)
lnlcr·Cc:tntlnental TradlPI CorporatioD

90 We.st Slreel, Nlll!w Yotk 61 New York

Nam•----------Addre..• - - - - - - - - - - -

Redingotes will be big
this spring. And dig the
lace doilie on the lad on
the left.

OIJIIIPia Division, lnter.Conlinenlll TrldlnJ Corp., 90 West St., NnrYork e, ft. Y./ln Canada• OIJ!IIpll Business Machines CO., (Cinlda) ltd., 25 Mobile Drive, Toronto, 0111,

OrF TtiE MCORD

One you'll want by all means is
"The Folksingers of Washington
Square" (CLP-4010 - ContiD;ental). Washington Square Park, as
you may know, has been in the past

·.-:~:;i

a burial ground for New York
City's paupers, a hanging ground
for its sinners, and for the last 20odd years, the locale of outdoor
folksinging in Manhattan. There

was quite a scramble over this recently. The law decided to put a
· stop to the singing, and proceeded
to arrest any warblers for "minstrelcy." There were fights, sitdown strikes, committees, and
more arrests before the Mayor interceded and gave the Square back
to its singers as their own special

platform. This record is the triumphant results, and contains: "This
Land"; "Big Ball in Nashville";
"The Sailor Boy And Wanderin'
Boy"; "Hoe- Down Medley";
"Brooklyn John Henry"; "The
E-RI-E Canal"; "l'm Sad And I'm
Lonely"; "Hard Trials" and others.

Casual and yet sophisticated cotton jacquard in
snappy pullover. (Hey,
you're missing the box!)

·-Needler

Quilting parties wear a
fireside dress, left and
right, square necked
jumper in blue and
green checks, bright

brasS buttons.

Campus favorite with a
touch of extra dash, via
over-shirt of bold stripes.
Wide-wale corduroy in
slim tapered pants, and
sleeveless box jacket.

·'

p:ropor·tionate to enrollmentin'the.last.few years. Why? Because
the 'Greek syste~: has lost the leaders' role i it _is .being
pushed . instead of lea:ding. Where student leaders once
emerged now comes. sounds of reaction to what the real
student .leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
Greek organizations have managed to solve the racial problem before being pushed into solving it. On many cam~
puses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some
places, the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-through steadily declining. membership.
·We believe that the Greek system of social organization
has done a great deal of good for American education.
Many a student has learned social responsibility throllgh
his fraternity. The Greek .system can continue to play an
important role in the educational community-but only if
it can once again lead.instead of being led.
-Mark Acuff
.... .-~lB.· :~.u.l!llV•d.r..t1.-on.n:

..
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.un:~ -:~t.t:aany uecun~d.

· of Catholics, Prote!!tants, Jews. r!SY seeKs to estabnsn • better
Orientals, Spanish Americans, anci intellectual atmosphere on campulf
Anglos. Here someone will inevit- by sponsoring bi•weekly faculty
ably ask if this chapter has ever lectures, national speakers, ·a sys•
ple(iged a Negro. We have, by tern of student .&lld professor ex•
NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unanimous choiee of the ehapter, change with Latin America, re-es•
Dear Sir·
extended bids to Negros. They tablishment of Latin. American
·
.
,
were not accepted. Had these in- Week, efforts to bring Phi Beta
Are .the a;,eeks runnmg on the dividuals accepted the bids there Kappa to UNM, and provision of
PSP ttcket the sort of Greeks is no reason whatsoever to assume money to update the 1ibrary. He
who shape the future .of the syst- that they would not have been also finds it amusing that the PSP
em on any campus?" Are these initiated. The fraternit:<t as a suggests the clarification of the
~en . really th~ few who have whole does have Negro members. absences from class rules, stu·
reah:ted that times have changed So you can see that we no more dent 'referenda to give the indi·
and that. the Greek system mu~t condone the abuses which you at· viduals more voice in government,
~v~lve wtth the world ar~und tt tack than you do. But we do feel an investigating committee to in·
if tt hopes to not only survtve but ourselves to be a part of the Greek form the student body a program
prosper.'' Of cou~se they are not. system; We feel that the system of pre-registration fo; the second
fl-s a fraterntty brother and hal'S many underlying virtues and semester in order to provide bene•
frtend of yours, I, as 'Yell as many that it . should be composed of ficial information and financial
other of your frat;ern1ty hrothe;s, many different organizations. We savings for the students.
have dtscussed thts prob~em. With would like to see the abuses dis· If the chairman of SPRA finds
rou often. All of Us m thts fr9:~r- carded. Therefore we are disturb- amusing those things which bene·
nlty .and in the other fratermttet:l ed by general, all-inclusive accu• ftt ALL of the students he would
(Continued on pa~e II)
reahze that this problem existssations against the system, especi•
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auont wrttmg an: ·e«rttur·s note
to this letter, but t.he more we
think about it, the less it needs
·one.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

tO the f.d.ltor

representative of the student body 1woted on by .the 1960 Congress been conceded 11n NSA campuses ed. Only basic policy resolutions
of UNM, why is be not elected by delegation. The remai!ting 84 that some sort of screening pro· are permanent, and they ~ay onthe ~tudent body? Instead he is resolutions were passed in the cess is necessary.
ly be passed by the congress.
appomted by the President of the poorly representative N. E. C. 2. The correct name is the 5. If you hold, as some do, that
(Continued from page 4)
probably become hysterical if any. UNM Student Body. .
. (N .S.A. Executive Committee of House· <:o~mittee: on yn-Ameri· national and interna~i?nal probne suggested that students be 2. Why have not coptes and m- 34 people).
can Achvihes. The entire resolu- lems are not the legittmate con0 'ven more rights
formation concerning the stands 5. Since we, the Associated Stu- tion m;t B;UAC has. been printl[!d in cerns of students, then you should
gl Th
Mr Lop.ez couples his of the National Students Associa- dents, allocate money every year the LOBO and is available free urge that we withdraw from the
en
that
SPRA is a mature and tion (such as the aboUtion of the to N.S.A., has it helped our local f1·om the UNM NSA office. Why Association. However, NSA has a
.
1
c mms . 1
t
'th a denunci House on Unamerican Activities, problems~ Or hat it not drawn aren't you aware of it~
multitude of campus-local prore~pons:\~ P~0~;1 d't
th- (sic) etc,) been wildly published interest from our local problems 3, The Student Council, elected grams and research materials that
atwn do the t 110 e 1 0 Id0 ~h· ~ at UNM. Since NSA speaks for to National and International af- by the student body, has several have never been put to use on this
groun s
a ' · . ne ,wou . m the UNM as a member school, we fairs.
times taken anti-HUAC stands. campus. This is the fault of our
~hat the. expressiOn t}le right to believe all the students should be We urge you the student to go If you disagree, .have you made it student government, and we
mformatwn. would make you aw<~.re of the seriousness of such up to the activity center and to known to the Student Council?
would hope that future student
gag/' I find 1t.a small :vonder that N.S.A. actions.
check out a Codification of N.S.A. 4. This iJ> a valid criticism. The governments will make better use
Mr. Lopez hm~self '<h?. no~ .gag ·3, Furthermore, why has not and to see the extremely contro- problem has been debated inted- of what NSA has to offer.
while .he was JUSt ":rltllllf·those UNM voted within its own stu- versalliberal and extreme stands minably by NSA. The fact is that 6. As a member school, we do
ri!l'hteous words. This brmgs. ~o dent body about what stand we which we as a member school are the congress cannot consider all not .necessarily support anything
my mind an account of the ong1- plan to take at N.S.A. Conven- supporting wholeheartedly.
legislation; indeed, a few contro- NSA does. We have five votes in
nal formation of SPRA .• Tell me tions ~.Do we suppqrt or oppose
. ·William Schoenhut,
versial pieces of legislation gen- the Congress; the resolutions on
something Tom, why didn't you the abolition· of- II.U ,A:,C.? :
SPRA Student Council erally take up most of the plenary record are mandates to the nacandidate
time. The congress votes on an tional staff passed by a majority ·
give the-students a prime example 4. Why are so manY important
of you1· responsibility? Why didn't and controversal stands not cover- Editor's note:
order for considering of legisla- of delegates. If you disagree, you
you tell the students how respon- ed by the actual convention in- 1. The UNM NSA coordinator tion, votes to send all items left must, then, such is the democratic
sible you were when SPRA was stead of the small N.S.A. Execu- is appointed by. a committee o£ over to the NEC. This is in the process, work to see your views
begun. As a matter of fact Tom, tive Committee? Example, only Senators and Councilmen, all of NSA constitution, and can be become the majority.
you were so "responsible" that the 13 of the total of the 97 stands whom are 'elected, or appointed changed if a majority of delegates Further, if SPRA intends to
majority of the f1·aternities and lby N.S.A. were discussed and by elected officials. Some cam· so desire. The NEC is composed base its cricisms on misinforma- ·.
sororities on this campus refused
_
puses do elect the NSA coordina- of regional chairmen, elected by tion like this, we would hope that ·
to have anything to do with SPRA
tOr; l}ut 'dirl,lct. election has result· the delegates. Meets twice a year. UNM students cast their ballot
because you and your Lambda
amt
0 ane0 ed in singularly unqualified people Further, any item passed by the ~or candidates w?o are at least
Ch''s
controlled
the
meeting
and
"try to rim the NS:A campus office NEC must be passed by the fol- mformed on the 1ssues they talk ·
as 1 a poem in the LOBO stated,
anS. 0 . eCI 0 _ at some. schools ... It has generally lowing congress or it is inyalidat- about.
"Railroaded your own crew" with The music of Haydn; Beethyou as the leader.
oven Milhaud Chopin and Lis.zt
At that same meeting, I, though will be played 1at the senior piano
not a member of the LOBO s~alf, recital of Camille Cattaneo, UNM
was asked to take note~ until a eeoC\.
member of .~he staff arnved. ~he The selectitons are "Variations
Lambda Chis passed a resolutiOn in F Minor," by Haydn; "Sonata
barring .members of. ~he press in G Major,Op. 53," by :Beethoven;
.
•
from takmg notes or g1vmg an ac- "Three Pieces from Saudades do
count of that meeting which was Brazil," by Milhaucl;. "l':l"octurne in
SUPPOSEDLY open to everyone, B :Major Opus 32, No. 1," by Chobotb Greek and I11dependent. What pin and· "Hungarian Rhapsody
h.appened to the right to .inf~rma- No: 12," by Liszt.
· ·
bon then, Tom? Why d1dn t you· The recital will be Friday, April ·
want the student body to know 6 in the Student Union theater
that neither the independents nor at 8:15 p. m.
your fellow Greeks were present iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ··
at your quest-for-power meeting?
You may be tired of what you
call the irresponsibility of the
PSP, but I am tired of hearing
you pay lip service to an election
cause, This responsible SPRA is
a product of the coming election
..
with no more proof of its sincerity
and "responsibility" than can be
witnessed of the fact or authenti•·
city of your own statements.
1
·I have posed a number of ques-1
tions which the students have a
FEATURING HOLLYWOOD
right to know the answers to; and
RECORDING STAR
until you answer them, please re- ..
frain from the use of the word
r
"responsible" in describing either
yourself, your SPRA or your trite
indignations.
WITH THE
-Jack Weber·
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WHYNSA?
Dear Sir:
The National Students Association, supposedly l'epresentative of 1, . • • • • • • • • • • • •
the whole American Student body•l'
does not rightly speak for all st~ Sunday, AprilS·, 8:15p.m. UNM
dents due to the lack of proper
democratic functions and parti- '• Ballroom.
cipation at the annual Congress. Tickets $1.50 at Union Box Office
. or at door.
Why?
1. The N.S.A. coordinator is our

I

: .~, I

"He has your ears, Bernie."
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-

FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

feiffer
•.

1 WA~ftt1

l.

t{!W·tb OJ;ttt

I

·fJNOtR6ROt)NJ)
.~eW WAN1fl? 11E .

1o .co11t our 7i1Mtif£.
steauuy aecuneu propor·tionate to enrollment in' the. last few years. Why? Because
the Greek system has lost the leaders' role; it .is .being
pushed instead of lea:ding. Where student leaders once
emerged now comes sounds of reaction to what the real
student leaders are doing, saying, and thinking. Few
Greek organizations have managed to solve the racial problem before being pushed into solving it. On many campuses, the Greeks have been ordered off campus because
they were unable to remove restrictive clauses. In some
places, the Greek system has died an almost unnoticeable
death-through steadily declining membership.
We believe that the Greek system of social organization
has done a great deal of good for American education.
Many a student has learned social responsibility through
his fr::tternity. The Greek system can continue to play an
important role in the educ:1tional community-but only if
it can once again lead.instead of being led.
-Mark Acuff
uu.r.tnn. lf1i:l1nn.cinonu: 1.cd1:1

auout wI'.it.utg an eanor s note
to this letter, but the more we
think about it, the less it needs
one.

or (Jathoucs, .Promst.ants, Jews,
Orientals, Spanish Americans, and
Anglos. Here someone will inevitably ask if this chapter has ever
pledged a Negro. We have, by
NOT WHITE SUPREMASIST unanimous choice of the chapter,
.
extended bids to Negros. They
Dear Sir:
were not accepted. Had these inAre the Greeks l'Unning on the dividuals accepted the bids there
PSP ticket "the. sort of Greeks is no reason whatsoever to assume
who shape the future of the syst- that they would not have been
em on any campus?" Are these initiated. The fraternity as a
men really the few who have whole does have Negro members.
"realized that times have changed So you can see that we no more
and that the Greek system must condone the abuses which you at·
evolve with the world around it tack than you do. But we do feel
if it hopes to not only survive but ourselves to be a part of the Greek
prosper.'' Of course they are not. system. We feel that the system
As a fraternity brother and has many underlying virtues and
friend of yours, I, as well as many that it should be composed of
other of your fraternity brothers, many different organizations. We
have discussed this problem with would like to see the abuses disyou often. All of us in this frater- carded. Therefore we are disturb·
nity and in the other fraternities ed by general, all-inclusive accu·
realize that this problem existssatlons against the system, especi·
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intellectual atmosphere on campua
by sponsoring bi·weekly faculty
lectures, national speakers, ·a sys•
tern of student Nld professor ex•
change with Latin America, re-cs•
tablishment of Latin American
Week, efforts to bring Phi Beta
Kappa to UNM, and provision of
money to update the library. He
also finds it amusing that the PSP
suggests the clarification of the
absences from class rules, stu·
dent ·referenda to give the indi·
viduals more voice in government,
an investigating committee to in·
form the student body, a program
of pre-registration for the second
semester in order to provide bene·
ficial in{ormation and financial
savings for the students.
If the chairman of SPRA finds
amusing those things which benefit ALL of the students he would
(Continued on pa~e 5)
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·'

0

a

.s,.

s~

JFK Thanks ·G·erman

. _.

CRAM COURSE NO; 1:
MODERN EUROPEAN 'HISTORY

S·tudent ·Le!tdershl·p

, ~ .I

However, his legal philosophy
,
cannot be surmised until he begins WASHINGTON, D.C. - Preslhis stint on the nation's highest dent John F. Kennedy last week
tribunal
personally thanked 10 German
. '
youth and student leaders for their
Wh1te now cou!d become the courtesy to his brother, Attorney
balance of ·power m cases as the General Robert Kennedy in Gercivil liberty cases in which there many.
'
has been a 5-4 division of the
.
. .
Court against the civil libertari- The ~res1dent met for 15 mmutes w1th the 10 young Germans
ans.
·
h
t
·
· thi
t
If White were to join Justices w 0 are ourm.g m
s coul!- ry
the auspices of the Umted
Blac k , B rennan , · Do· u gl a s , an d under
St ·t N t'
1 St d t A
·
warre~, . th·~ • .c0 u r t's l'b
a es a tona
u en
ssoCia1 el'als 1·n tion.
With them at the meeting
these ciVIl ~Iberty case~, acts such were USNSA President Edward
as the S;rnth Act which outlm~s Garvey and Inte1·national Assist~
Commu'!ns~ . party . mem~ers~1p ant Henry Boitel.
and tP,e actiOns of mvest1gatmg
Meet Kennedy
committees such as the•House UnAmerican Activities Committee The delegation had gone to the
might wen be declared unconstitu- White House to meet with Jay
tiona! by the Court.
Gil<ler, Assistant Press Secretary
Civii·Righter
for. Foreign Affairs. They talked
The new associate justice's ac- with Gilder for about an hour,
tions . in behalf of civil rights in and were then joined by the Presi1\he South during ·his stay as dent.
Dep~~Y. Attorney General would ,During the brief discussion with
indicate' that he will join the rna- the delegation, the President said
jority of the Court membership in he was happy they had been able
figp.ting for these I'ights.
to come to the United States, and
But, whatever his political phi- then thanked them fo1· their courlosophy may tend towards,. the tesy to his brother while the AtfOI·iner' Rhodes scholar will be torney General was visiting Gersureto be a distinctive addition to many.
Wants Exchanges
the United States Supreme Court.
The President stressed the need
for more exchanges between the
two · countries. He ~said it was
{Continued from page 1)
necessary for the people .of the
' ,_out on the Mesa ·last Saturday U.S: to ~now better what 1s hap, night why not clip this item out penmg m Gennany, and for the
. and';end it to your parents with Germ:;ns ht~ understand what hap. the ·request that they make out pens m t IS country.
··your fireball rep01·t for you. This He ~dd.ed that. the ~nited States
will please them even if they don't h~s diff1cult situatwns to deal
l;lclieve ·you and besides your ac- w1th •throughout the ·-Worl?, not
tion may bring to light valuable only m Germany,.and that It was
:ih-eball data from stations outside necessary for the Germans to
':'the Albuquerque area.
understand the position of the U.S.
: Observations are particularly ·After the meeting with the
·'dieeded from within the region President, the delegation went on
~ounded by a line thru the follow- to a meetipg with officjals of the
-Jt~g townS: GalJup, Grants, Farm~ Department of State, ~nd with
,_ ngton, Raton, Taos, Lns Vegas, the German Ambassador to the
• · :r, · 'ucumcari and Santa Rosa. .
United States.
fL~:~·i1··E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====-=====~===;;,,
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GIFT SUBSCRI'PTION

3001 Monte Vista NE

SHOP

Mrs. Fisher

191 0 CENTRAL E.

CH 3-5346 .

LEE JOY' SHOP
Phone AL 5-9.087

105 DARTMOUTH SE

HAVE IT PLACED
IN THE
LOBO SERVICE COLUMN

ITEM

.•

Call: CH 3-1428 or CH 7-0391 • Ext. 314

BUTTERFIELD

JEWELERS,
HAIR
STYLING

.,

2312 CENTRAL SE

CH 3-2446

BICYCLES
. I

Just east· of the campus

College INN Bookstore

DRESS

SCOOTERS

~ZL :, _,_·_._. :.·- ---'--~-------=-~~e~.~:~~~-~~!E.~

SUPPLIES

STORAGE

A311fi~(~~·~:·~------·-·~-·--··~··-------------

BILL

ART

CLEANERS

AS A GiFT .••
P1.~n4the Albuquerque Rev•tew. to
.i.1 •'
Name

o

.PRESCRIPTIONS

· CORSA(;.ES

·~,~·~.:~:;.'
;t: , . .

DORSEY LOBO PHARMACY

DOROTHY GRAY'S
AM 5-6956-0pen Thursday 'till 9
2935 Monte Vista NE

'

On the

b.

BILL KITCHEN'S

Albanian Film
Shows Saturday

EMERGENCY 2~HOUR CLEANING SERVICE

The film "Skanderbegl' will be
the last presentation of the
Film Society before the campus
spring vacation. The showings will
be Saturday in the theater of the
Union.
Show times are 7 and 9:15
'I'he story is of the man who
the Albanians against the Turks
in their struggle for freedom in
the fifteenth century.
It is the first feature film muu.,'
in Albania, and is t•emarkable
the pictorial imagery and '-'-""'
effective editing of dh•ectot• Smr£!e1i I
Youtkevich.
Admission to the film is by seasoh card or single admission
the door.

Open 7:00a.m. - 6100 p.m. CH 3-6553
1800 CENTRAL SE

Indian Paintings,.

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR

FLOWERS

NAME~~'-·----~----~----~--~--------ADDRESS.__~~----------~-----,.

DRUGS

AL 6-4120

·" ·823: First Natl. Bank Building
Albuqverque, N: Mex.
.
Subscribe Now · •
1 Year Sl!bscription-511ssues $5.25

L,

The Place

AUTO
REPAIR

KEEP 1NFORMED
~qt

The Item

127 BRYN MAWR SE

McKO.WN'S
AL 5·6111

FLOWERS
3120 CENTRAL

UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
HARRIS SALES COMPANY
Two Two Two Two Central SE

Paintings by students of
Jemez Ptteblo. Day School will
main on the· walls of thll Union
gallery thro]lgh Apl'il 29. The
youthful arti!!ts are students of
Mr. and Mrs. Al Momaday, noted
Indian artlstss •

Keds "Court King' 1
for tennis and

all casual wear

Keds' taper-toe
Chanlpione in new,
breezy hopsacking

.Pt iuveuielMtf1ttl1kYI!

..

There is the Police Department, the Fire De}>lll'tnlent; ,the

Nobody's really suggesting romance will be yours if you wear
u.s. Keds. But it is true that Keds are the best-fitting, the most
comfortable, good-looking and long-wearing fabric casuals· yo11
can buy. Because Keds are made with costlier fabrics. With an
exclusive shockproofed arch cushion and cushioned innersole.
In short, with all those "extras" that make them your best buy
in the long run. Head for your nearest Keds dealer. Get that
Keds look, that' Keds fit ••• GET THAT GREAT KEDS FEELING!
•Both

u.s. l<eds and the blue label are registered trademarks of

Unltecl States Rubber
Roc~eleller

Cenw. New York 20, New York

Gas and Water.Department, ,and.the Bureau uf-Weigb.ts and
Measures.· There is also .Madnme Pompadour, but:.tb.at need

not concern us because it is a.rlirtyst:Qry,s.nd·is only:taugbtt?
grAduate students.
. .·
.
Finally, let us take up ~Italy-the ne~est:Euro~l)al ~at1o~.
Italy did not become a. unified state untJ11848 when Gat:Ibald1,
Cavour, and Vjctor Emmanuel threw· thr-ee coins in the Trevi
Fountain. This lovely gesture•so enchanted all o~ .Europe that
William of Orange· married Mary; Stuart and\c!l>llsed a potato
famine in.Ireland. This, in turn, resulted in Pitt, the Younger.
All of this may.seem a bit complicated,. but be of good<;heer.
Everything was hllppily resolved at ·.the Congress of Vlen~o,
· wher-e Metternich traded Parma to TalleyraJid for :Mad LudWig
ili Bavaria. Then everybody wn!tzed till dawn and then, tired
but content, they started the Thirty Years' War.~.JUG:Zlii&XBhulmm

..

*

*

*

Today ypu can buy Marlboros all' over. Europe, b.ut ypu might
lzave to pay a premium. Ill' all-50 of tiUJiie .United States~
however, you·get that tine Mrtrlboro flavor, that excellent
Marlboro filter, in flip-top box or ooft pack at regu·latio3
popular prices.

.

... '1"'1t':: .... ~- • -

'•
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Thursday, April 5, 1962

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·lobos_to Take On Tracksters
Wyoming uHere

Beat Wyoming, AT¢
Mull~ny,

G~ld-

Led by the flying spikes of Jiim
Goff Sets Record
NM, 2. Mike
NM; 3. Bob Wyoming (Pfrangle, Proutt,
Blair stellar UNM hurdler the Young Lloyd Goff, star miler Thompson, TC; 4. John Wilkinson, en, Sparks). T- 3 :22.~.
.
•
·
Lobo~ romped to an ·easy vi~tory of the Highland High School Hor- NM. T-1:57.7.
DISCUS: 1. R. P. \Yater,s, N;M,
The UNM haaeball team will in the three-way meet late Tues- nets just a year ago, in his first BROAD JUMP: 1. Del Blanks, 159' 8¥.!"; 2. Andy Smcla1r, NM,
try to avenge the defeat suffered day afternoon at Zimmerman Sta- two mile run was the surprise of TC; 24' 0"; 2. Ken Medley, NM, 154' 11"; 3. Orlen Copeland, TQ,
:from Wyomlng last year when the dium.
·
the meet as he set·a new school 22' 8%."; 3. Louis Pfrangle, W, 146' 21h"; 4. Greg Kuiper, w;,
·Cowboys play here Friday and The Lobo cindermen amassed a record· wfth no competition. His 21' 8"; 4. Lee Golden, W, 1.7' 9%". 138' 9".
.
·
Saturday.
,
g. d t t 1 f 104 points as they time was 9:37.6. The old school 220-yd. DASH: 1. Ray Etherly, SCORE: New Mexico 104, Track
The league leadill;g Lobos (4~0) s~~~her~da a~hletic arch-rival Wy- record for the two mile was ·9:46.5 TC; 2. Tim Barnes,, NM; 3. Louis Club 42, Wyoming 16.
;
.placed second· behmd Wyommg oming University who garnered set. by J ?n Epperson at Tucson, Pfrangle, · W; 4. Bill Proutt, W.
-"·----~--last season even th?ugh they de- only 16 points. In gaining .another Arizona m 1960.
T-:21.6. ·
.
feated.the Pokes twice ( 2-1• 1-0). jewel in -their crown, the Hackett- Coach Hackett juggled many of HIGH' JUMP:· 1. Tle-Ladon '
Wyommg also won ~wo games men also smashed the 1·ising pow- his entries and moved senior dash Radford, NM, and Cla.yborn Jones,
.
(15-10, 1-0): ~~w Mexico l?st t~e er of the Albuquerque Track Club star, Jim :Whitfield, back to the TC, ,6' 4"; ~· Larry Kmgsley, NM,
I .
~Eastern DIVISion- cham:pionshlp which was led by the former Lobo- 440-yard run, where he took a 6' 2 '; 4. be-Wayne Vanden~urf,,
due to a loss to Denver whiCh gave great Buster Quist. The Track strong first and then catne back NM, and Tommy Black, T.C' 5 1~ •
them a 9-3 l'ecord.
Club 1had a total of 42- points for in the closing event to anchor the LOW HURDLES.: 1. Jim Blmr, At the completion of wrestling-,
Retain Two Pitchers
the afternoon.
winning mile relay.
NM; 2. Wayne Vandenburg, NM; flickerball, volleyball, and co-ree
The Cowboys l_ost most o~ their Ray Etherly, former ace of the The results:
3. Ken Medle~, Nl\1; 4. John. Ram- table.~n~:tis, P?i Delta Th~ta leads
first team, but Will have then· two Albuquerque High School Bull- MILE RUN: 1. Stan Hayes, sey, TC. T-.24.5.
. compet1t10n With 1801 pomts follt;,ading pitchers, Pat House and dogs took dual wins for the Track NM; 2. Dean Johnson, NM; 3. POL~ ':;tULT{
Do~ Bat\~' lowed b?" Pi Kappa Alp~a ~th
JJm Carothers, back.
Club in sprints, as he won the Jesse Castaneda, NM; 4. Norm NM, 13 6 ' 2. Je- ee russe : 1252. _Pomts: Ot?er orgamzatJons
Lobo fans will have an oppor- 100-yard dash in the slow time of Stark, w. T-4:30.8.
~~· an.d Tommy Black,
13 securmg pomts m 01·der of standtl,lnity to see these two men in ac- 10 0 and the 220 in 216
440-yd, DASH: 1. Jim Whitfield 0 ; 4. Jim Branch, NM, 12 6 •
ing are Tewa, Sigma Alpha Eption this weekend. In thirty-one · '
' '
NM· 2. Matt Tielemans NM·
2-MILE RUN: 1. Lloyd Goff, silon, Kearny, and Sigma Chi.
innings last year, House won five,
Plummer Idle
Joe' Garcia, NM; 4. 'Leon~rd N!d; ~·Harvey Peel, N;M; 3. Floyd Mushball will begin Monday
lost one, struck out thirty-six and The Lobo flyer, Adolph Plum- Sparks, w. T-:50.0.
Highfill, TC; 4. Jesse Castaneda, with Sigma Chi out to defend the
had a O.OO.•ERA. Carothers ended mer, was held out of the meet by 100-yd. DASH: 1. Ray Etherly, NM. T-9:37.6 (new school rec- title it has held for two yea1·s.
the season with a ·3-3.--•
'
Coach Hugh Hackett. due to an TC; 2. Louis Pfrangle, W; 3. Jim ord).
. The games will be played MonB~for~ \lthrll~ gall)~ f!eries with injury of last week, but Ha,ckett Blair, NM; >!. Tim "Barnes, NM; MIL~. RELAY: .1. Ne'_V Mextco day, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Arizona, Wyoming' had a 1..:5-1 indicated that later in the season T-· :lo.o:
<:r:on Smgleton~ Matt :r'1~lemans, Friday at 4:00 p.m. behind Johnma~~! but this does not indicate P~ummer,, when fully re~vered HIGH HURDLES:·l.·Jim Blair, T1m Bar~es, Jim Whitfield), 2. son Gymnasium.
their .str,e!Jgth. The. loss~s Wl:lre will be g1ven the opportum~y to NM; 2..Wayne.Vandenburg, NM; ,
,
Kappa Alpha will defend its
to ~rizonll; ~tate Umvers1ty (4-6, test Etherly, who was ~cclan~ed 3. Del Blanka, TC; 4. John Ram- . UMN Conshtuhon
gymnastics title next Thu1·sday,
the fmes~ h1gh sey, TC. T-:15,5.
·The'· Student Senate Steerin April'12, at 7:00p.m. in Johnson
0-5, 6-~, 9~4) .and Grand Can;yon last year a.s one
(1-6). The Pokes defeated Phoe- school sprmters m the natton.
SHOT PUT: 1. Andy Sinclair, d C t't t'
R . . C g Gym There will be safet" checks
· ·c'li
312 .. · ·d t' d G · d
· ·
an
or.s 1 u 10na1 evisJon om·
.
·~
.
mx. o ege
, an Ie
rJ!.n
IndiVIdual honors of the day be- NM, 52' 6%."; 2. R. P. Waters, mittee will meet Saturday at 10 for the meet Apr1l 10 and Apr1l
Canyon, 4'1·,.·
··
\
longed to "Sunny Jim" Blair who NM, 51' 2%"; 3. Stan Bazant, TC, P m in the Council Room of the 12 at Johnson Gymnasium. All en·. ~opes Jolted
.~
not only snatc~ed th.e string in _49' }%"; 4. Bud Spicer, W, 46' Unio~.
tries must take part .in the check.
Wyoming'~ ]1_opes for a seventh the 120-yard h1gh tu~ber~, but 1%, •
·.
C?-Rcc golf entr;e~ ar: due
divisional title in the last ~ine came back to lead the field m the JAVELIN: 1. Buster Qmst, TC,
Apr1l 6 and the actiVIty Will beyears were polted in Friday's·tie 220-yard low ·hurdles in the time 226' 6:J.il"; 2. John McMahon, NM,
ance' essons
gin April 9.
tv Grand Canyon when Outfielder of 24.5. In addition to grabbing 10 211' 5"; 3. Sam Carnes, TC, 179~ The last ·of ·a series of free Dennis Smucker's little brothel'
Mike Rawson who 'led the P 1.ikes points in hurdles, the surprising 7"; 4~ ·Ross Aragon, TC, 166' dance lessons will be' held in .the is leading the Pikes who are dein six departi~ents last year, suf- B~air s~rted hi~ romp to gloryll0'\-'2'',
.
Lobo Room o~ the. U1,1jon at 2:00 fending tf1-eir over-all intramur~l
fered a broken cheek bone ·:imd With tlnrd place m the century.
880-yd. RUN: 1. Ron Smgleton, p.m. ~un~ay, April 8.
·
crown th1s semester.
may be through for the year: ;,
.; ,
The first game could be a pitcher's duel with the Lobo's Lloyd
Randel (2-0) probably fabing
House or Carothers.
However, New Mexico's hitting
is stronger with six men above
the .300 mark (Rubi, Ness, .McCorkle, Tesitore, Chreist, Kirkpatrick) and Bob McCorkle .will
be playing this weekend. McCo"rkle
received a hand injury two weeks
"ago.
"Should Win''
Coach Bob Jingling, former Wyoming All-American shortstop,
feels with a nucleus of eight men
returning, the Cowboys should
win another divisional championship. This comment was before
the injury of Mike Rawson.
Game time Friday is 3:00 p.m.
and 1:30 p.m. Saturday at the
University diamond.
.
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. They (it?) finally ·~onde·
scended to bomb the LOBO last
night.

OUR SIXTY-FOURTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
Vol. 65

Friday, April 6, 1962

Knighten AppOints Self to Board
Linden M. Knighten, president of the UNM Associated
Students, in an unprecedented move yesterday appointed
himself to the Board ?f Student Publications five days
before the PUB board IS slated to elect next year's LOBO
editor.
Knighten told the LOBO last night that he appointed
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UNM Alums Plan
Two Gala Events
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News Roundup

T- Bira r-ost

Pal·ty-:. Move Opposed
Bonem spoke against the move
S
saying, "This is an attempt by the
.
,President of the Student Body to
NEW YORK NY (UPS)-A WASHINGTON- The. oldest Applications for the editorship dictate who the editor of the
LINDEN KNIGHTEN
Grand Jury 1 orde~ed Youth member of the Supreme Court- of the 1962-63 Thunderbird, the LOBO should be," and added t h a t , - - - - - - - - - - - - Publications Inc publisher of Judge Felix Frankfurter - was campus literary magazine, will be "his one vote and the fact that he·
.
.
New llorizo~s fo;' Youth, to pro- taken ill in court late Th~t·sday accepted for ~on~ideration of t~le is the Student B~dy President
duce its records in late March as an~ rus~ed to Ge?rge .Washm&'ton Stud~nt Pubhcat1on Boar~ at 1ts could, :very. W!lH 1nfluenc~ the
.
the first step in hearings under the Umversity Hospital m Washmg- meetmg on Tuesda;y, ~Pl'Il 10 at ,~oa~d . unfaJrly. He contmued,
provisions of the Internal Secu- ton. There has been no a!'l~ounce- 7:30p.m ..The applicatiOnS should ThiS IS an abuse of t~e power
rity Act of 195o (McCarran Act). ment as to what was aJ!mg the be t':rne~ m to ~o~m 159, Student of the Student Body P~esident.and
The publication (it has been a 7~-year-old Frankfurter, The hos- Publications BuJ!dm~ before 4:00 even though Mr. Kmghten JS a The Inter-University Conference
monthly newspaper but the March p1tal m~rely says Frankfurter Mon~ay, and all apphc~nts sho~ld memb~r,of my party I must con- on the Superior Student will be
issue is in magazine format) has wa~ admitte.d :for !est a~d obser- be P.Iesent at the meetmg for m- demn.tt.
.
att d d b D dl
W
•
eatedl called a Commu- vabon and 1s "quite ch1pper.'' A terv1ews.
Kmghten sa1d that he polled
en e
Y .u ey
;y-nn, pro
b~en rep • · y
statement may be made on Friday Prospective editors for the members of the Student Council fessor of English and dxrector of
DJst pubhcatJon.
h t t
rt d
b t 1 h
.
the General Honors Program and
Under the McCarran Act, any w en es s are comp e e •
LSuOmBeOr ~101 BIO abn~ :~e 196d2-63t Y elep fonhe. to gleft Cou!lctil apt- Harold Drummond, chairma~ of
publication published "by or on
-0• . WI a so ~ ~n...,rvJew~ a p~ova o
IS se -a:ppom men ' the . department. of . elementar
behalf of the Communist Party"
.
th1s time. The positi<?n of busmess S1x members of CounCJl approved, d t'
Y
d • t d·d t b
db t
PARIS-President De Gaulle manager for the Summer LOBO U. D. Black and presidential can-e uca IOn.
·
·"
an m en e 0 e ~e~ Y wot:r of France will close out the cam- is also open for applicants.
·
didate Ed Lewis dissenting
The conference, which will be
rnor~ persons mus
ear on e paign for Sunday's referendum on Interested students may write
Disagrees in Principl;
April 8-10 in Madison, Wis., will
outsJde of the. e::~~lope .or tw;a:· Algeria '~~en he ~oes on .radio a letter or fill out an application Lewis said simply that he "dis- stu9y t~e formi'!g· of honors proper the w~rds0•
Js;;emt.ma,e
Y and televJsJon tomght. It IS re- blank available at the University agreed with it in principle" Black grams m education colleges.
a Commumst rgamza JOn.
ported that Premier Debre is try·
·
·
h
f
· ·
The Grand Jury subpoenaed the . t t lk
G 11 • t d' 1 College office or at the LOBO of- said that he thought It was mor- T e Con erence works · with a
0
0
records of incor oration although !ng
~
au e m
Isso v- fice.
ally wrong and that, "I feel the three-year grant from the CarP
' b .
mg parliament after the r~ere'!appointment in such an emergency neige Corporation · on 'programs
these are a matter of pu he rec- dum and call for new elections m
d
·
· ·
f
·
t d
shoul be g~ven to t~e haJSOn of or sup~rlor s u. :_nts, a'!d has
ord. It also asked for all "direc- mid-May. Observers estimate that
tives" concerning the publication about 75 per cent of the voters
•
that respe.ctlve co~~uttee. (Stud- held s_everal meet.mgs durmg the
from. the Communist Party.
will suport De Gaulle's proposal
ent Council ~as a hais~n for all of year. ·Dr•. ~ynn JS 11; member of
A spokesman for the publication on Algeria. Reports from Paris
the executn;e comm1ttees that the executive committee of the
said that "no such directi~es ex- say French Premier Debre plans Money .to suppo!t scholarships co~e under. ~ts ~ontrol.) .
conference.
isted," and added that even if they to resign after Monday's referen- a~ ~NM IS the ob~ect of the traThe presJdent s power Wl~h re--------!did they would not be written dum calling on the French people d1~10nal Stunt N1ght scheduled ~pect to the executive comm1tte~s
down.
to support the Algerian Peace th1s year by Mortar Board for~~ to. de~egate that po;ver, not ~t1$
After the subpoena was re- settlement
May 4. Auditions are set for April hze Jt h1mself. The pnme function
ceived, two editors of the "New
•
28.
of the ~UB Bo~rd is to appoint
$
Horizons for Youth" Daniel Ru-0This year the honorary for sen- the varwus ed1tors of student PI
t t t :f th p
.
'
· women plans no overall theme. publ'Ica
· t'Jons. Th'IS d ecJsJon.
· ·
• :to Corps
acemen
s · orApr'l
e eacet
bin and Lionel Libson,
issued a HAVANA- A semi-official Cu- Ior
lS ·
will be es
given
21
statement which said in part:
ban radio station reports that 'rhe show will be composed of be made. Tuesday • an~ ~mden's 8: 30 a. in. in Room 111 ~ of the
(Continued on page 2)
seven Americans have been ar- stunts performed by members of sel~-~ppomtment Was, m Itself, a U S Courthouse Dr Ma't'sh 11
rested on the north coast of various campus groups. The five- pohtJcal error."
N~so~ 'director olthe UNM fo a
Oriente Province in Eastern Cuba. minute acts will compete in four
No Statement
ign st~dies program said
re•
The repol:t says the Americans categories: music; drama, dance None of the Cou.ncil me.mbers
'
' ,
appeared "to be frogmen."
or skit. There will be 18 acts in that concurred w1th Kmghten About 5,000 volunteers Will ~e
I
0 .
0the final production with one to would make a statement for the needed ?Y the .end of 1~62, partie·
.
.
.
six persons performing in each, press, except; to say that they ul~rly m. !'atm Amer1~an counOpen~ngs ;rangmg from chenu- NEW YORK-Newl;y crowned Chairmen of Stunt Night are sa~v nothing wrong with the ap- ~r1es. Pos1t1ons :for Spamsh-speakcal e~gmeermg to a car salesman Weltel'Weight Champ10n Emile Phyllis Gaby, Peg Kelly- and San- pomtment.
mg pers.ons are. open Jn Chile,
are hsted ~t th~ placement bur~au Grffith .was named Bo.xer-of-the- dra Taulbee. They will award tro- . The .student Publications Board, Costa RICa, E?u.ador, . Honduras,
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad, 56c -a tlme11 $1.60. ltl!ler•
tlon1 mmt be submitted by · noon on
day before publication to Room 168,
Student Publlcations Bulldlnsr. Phone
OH 8·1428 or CH 7·0891, ext. B1!.
:FENDER. triple-;.ck elec steel guitar
$250.0 Bigsby volume & tone foot contr0l
$50. AL 5-4670.
PERSONALS
COMIDA MEXICANA. No bay tnejor I
Buen ~afe. Tortillas frescas. EL TORREl!.O. 1810% Avcnlda Central.· AcMBll from
Hodgin Hall. Se habla Espafiol.
8/80-4/3, 4/6

himself because student body elections will cause an entirely new
PUB board to be appointed in
'two weeks, and that Student
Council, which nid not meet last
night, would not have time to go
·. over the three student applications that Knighten by-passed to
appoint himself.
No Violation
He said that he did not feel
that his action violated the letter
or the spirit of the Associated
Students Constitution.
Student Senate, meeting yesterday afternoon with a bare quorum present, ratified Knighten's
A DESIGN for "Albuquerque 1980," was prepared by members of the UNM architecture class The appointment of himself over the
exhibit has been on display in the Union.
·
objections of Bill Bonem, chairman
--------------;r============;;;;;~----------·-- of Knighten's student political
J
party, the Progressive Students'
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UNM alumni are planning two
major social events before the
summer holidays.
Norman Mugleston, president of
the 40'50's Club, said the first will
be Saturday at the American Legion Carlisle-Bennet Post on
Mountain Rr. NE. The Dixieland
All Stars will play from 9 until
1 a.m.
A "Suprise Party" is planned
May 26.
Tickets for both events may be
obtained from Mugleston or from
William Deaton.
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. AC:TIVATED CHARCOAL ..

says Titus (Pretzel Bender) Ursus; darling of the Coliseum
crowd. Says Pretzel Bender, "After the amphitheater I relax
and have a Tareyton. 'Amo, amas ... everyone amat Tareyton.
Et tu will, too. Tareyton's one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus."
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